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Danny Lavis '90 shares 
a laugh with friends. I J omecoming is traditionally a time to reminisce about the past, but for the 1,200 alumni 
r and friends who attended USD's Homecoming tailgate party Oct. 7, it was an occasion to 
....J look ahead. With the Jenny Craig Pavilion open for tours and the new Torero logo o n 
- ~,---,- ii).' .~~t, 
- .. .,. .,:· 
. ·" -· ; 
Bill and Kathy Scripps are surprised 
with the Mother Hill Award. 
display, many were as excited about the university's future as they were to catch up with 
old classmates. 
Dennis Wick '65 said the Jenny Craig Pavilion reminded him of UCLA's venerable Pauley 
Pavilion, and added the new Torero logo was a welcome change. 
"USD has all the antiquities on campus, but we need modern stuff, too," he said. "I think 
it's great." 
The 12th annual tailgate party was held before USD's 38-20 victory over Central 
Connecticut University in the homecoming football game, followed by individual class 
reunions. Sunday's Homecoming Mass included presentation of the Mother Rosalie Hill 
Award to Bill Scripps '83 , a trustee and head of the pavilion 's fund-raising committee. The 
honor is given annually to recognize commitment of service to USD. 
"This is a perfect way to celebrate our alums coming back," said John Trifiletti '78, the 
university's director of major gifts, "because it is the ultimate expression of family." 
For more Homecoming photos and a video, go to http://alumni.acusd.edu/alumnil. 
President Alice Hayes 
with Russ Caine '85. The Goodwin family takes a breather from the day's events. 
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ALCALA ~ ALMANAC 
Trif Moves On ... But Not Far 
Former Alumni Director Now Fund-Raiser 
T welve years ago, nearly a third of USO alumni were considered "missing" - out of phone or mail contact with the university 
- making communication about new graduate programs or simply 
sending Homecoming invitations a problematic cask. 
Spending time with the USO community is Trif's admitted first 
love. A 1978 graduate, Trifiletti has spent his entire professional life 
at the university, first in student affairs, then as resident director of 
OeSales Hall (now Maher Hall) and assistant director of student 
housing, before moving to alumni relations. During his tenure he 
expanded Homecoming events, adding the wildly popular tailgate 
party, and helped create, with alumni Mike Liuzzi, the Author E. 
Today, about 7 percent of graduates are on the MIA list. And while 
the university has made huge strides in how it tracks alumni, using 
computer software and the hard work of staff and graduates, it also 
has had the X-factor when it comes to connecting with Hughes Career Achievement Awards, which honor grad-
alums: the Rolodex-like mind of John Trifiletti. uates for their successes after leaving Alcala Park. 
"John knows everything there is to know about 
USO; the hiscory in his head is irreplaceable," says 
Mary O 'Connor '83, former president of the alumni 
association. "And he just loves connecting people." 
"I chink I'll miss the excitement of being behind 
the scenes for events like the Career Achievement 
Awards and Homecoming," says Trif, scanning the 
dozens of photos chat fill his office. "Wait a 
minute," he says, a certain glint in his Trifiletti, who served the past 12 years as 
director of alumni relations, left the post in 
July co cake on a new challenge as USD's 
director of major gifts. The position will 
allow "Trif, " as he is better known, to con-
centrate on raising money for construction 
projects and educational programs. A 
search is under way to fill the alumni rela-
tions director position. 
"I was always very involved in the fund-
raising process," explains Trifiletti, "and chis 
new position affords me the opportunity to do 
it on a ful l-time basis, as well as spend more 




mer Torero (right) . 
T he USD Torero turns 40 this year, and as a birthday gift, it's getting a 
makeover courtesy of the university's 
athletic department. 
"We needed to improve our identity, cer-
tainly within the San Diego community, and, 
of course, nationally," explains athletic 
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eyes, "it's going to be fun to go and not 
be in charge." 
John Trifiletti can be reached at 
(619) 260-7514 or e-mail at 
Trifilecci@acusd.edu. For alumni 
relations events or committees, 
call (619) 260-48 19 or e-mail 
alumni@acusd.edu. 
John Trifiletti with Mary O'Conner '83, 
recipient of the 1999 Mother Rosalie 
Hill Award. 
New Century, New ~ook 
director Tom Iannacone, who has worked 
for years to break USD's highly successful 
NCAA Division I athletic program into 
the media spotlight, which often is focused 
on that state university several miles to the 
east. 
"With the opening of the Jenny Craig 
Pavilion," Iannacone says, "we had the 
opportunity to promote the entire athletic 
department with a logo that puts an empha-
sis on the Torero." 
The redesign not only gave the Torero a 
fresh look, it revamped the type face, giving 
teams a variety of options in marking 
jerseys and helmets. New team uniforms 
are being phased in, but the football helmet 
likely will carry the new USD type, while the 
Torero may grace some parts of other team 
jerseys. 
The new logos will be available 
on ballcaps, shirts and sweats in the USD 
bookstore or the merchandise kiosk at 
the pavilion. Merchandise also can be 
ordered by calling (619) 260-4551. 
Originally known as the Pioneers, USD 's 
athletic teams were dubbed the Toreros by 
founding father Rev. Bishop Buddy in 1961 
to better reflect San Diego's 
friendly relationship with 
Mexico. Torero comes 
from the Spanish term 
toro, the bull, and the 
word torear, to fight 




Our 15 Minutes 
Alcala Park gets Hollywood's attention 
I f you happen to catch the new Cameron Crowe film "Almost Famous" this fall, 
be on the lookout for the Class of 1973 
graduation scene - those fictional high 
school grads are enjoying the view from 
USD's own West Point Field as they wai t 
to collect their diplomas. 
Crowe's movie, based on his experiences as 
young journalist for Rotting Stone magazine, 
is the biggest, but by no means the only, 
production to use Alcala Park as a backdrop. 
Over the past few years, the university's 
scenic buildings and panoramic views have 
increasingly attracted the attention of movie 
moguls looking for just the right setting. 
This summer, a caravan of technical trucks 
dropped by USD for a week of filming for 
'The Brighton Chronicles," a television pilot 
in which adventurous college newspaper 
reporters track down the truth behind 
mysterious on-campus doings. Colachis 
Plaza and Shumway Fountain are easy to 
spot, but if you can guess the residence hall 
where the dorm room scene takes place, 
you really know your campus. Look for a 
possible debut on the WB network next year. 
A thinly disguised Founders Hall ser~ed as 
the embassy for the fictional Republic of 
Dahrooma. 





s nest Point Field d 
graduation in the C oubled as the site for a h. h 
ameron Crowe film "Al •g school 
most Famous." 
Last spring, Hollywood scars Rhea 
Pearlman and Mary Stuart Masterson spent 
time on campus filming "The Further 
Adventures," the pilot for a new CBS prime-
time series. When it airs, check out the char-
acters chatting in front of Camino Hall or 
stretching on the West Point Field track. 
And if you're into late night television, you 
might catch the rerun of the "Pensacola: 
Wings of Gold" episode in which troops 
storm the fictional Republic of Dahrooma 
embassy, a thinly disguised Founders Hall. 
The film shoots give students a behind-
the-scenes peek and a chance to work as 
extras and production assistants, and location 
fees are used to supplement the university's 
marketing program. 
As long as Alcala Park stays its charming 
self - and the architecture of the new Jenny 
Craig Pavilion and Joan B. Kroc Institute of 
Peace and Justice indicate it will - USD will 
remain in demand as a location. Don't worry, 
though, we haven't gone Hollywood. Why 
should we, when Hollywood comes to us? 
FALL 2000 5 
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Steering Clear 
USO Professor Helps Guide NASA Robot Project 
If life is ever discovered on Mars, chances are a USD pro-
fessor will have helped find it. 
Associate engineering 
Professor Jose Macedo worked 
this summer at NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in 
Pasadena, Calif., to develop a 
sophisticated navigational rool 
for an "urban robot" called 
Urbie, a lawnmower-sized 
vehicle that may someday be 
used to examine Mars. 
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The tool, a laser sensor, helps 
steer rhe robot by relaying three-
dimensional images to Urbie's 
mechanical brain. Macedo devel-
oped new algorithms that helped 
the sensor see things more accu-
rarely and provide more informa-
tion about the landscape Urbie 
covers. 
"A sensor may detect an object 
in front of rhe robot, bur the 
robot needs ro know if rhe object 
can be driven over, like rail grass, 
or must be driven around, like a 
rock or a tree," explains Macedo, 
who worked on the project with 
12 other scholars. 
Robert Hogg, a JPL engineer 
leading the software develop-
ment of the sensor, says Macedo's 
work is central to rhe robot's 
success. "The strength of Urbie 
is that it is almost completely 
autonomous, meaning it can 
think for itself and navigate 
without a human ro operate it," 
he says. 
While the first use of the 
robotic technology is to map the 
interior of structures considered 
unsafe, say from an earthquake 
or nuclear reaction, the sensor 
may ultimately help steer the 
next Mars rover, scheduled for 
launch in 2003. 
Tune In to Ira Glass 
The host of National Public Radio's "This American Life" 
performs his radio show Oct. 26 in Copley Symphony 
Hall in a fund-raising event for Friends of the USO 
Libraries. 
Glass, a veteran NPR reporter, delivers a show that's 
part journalism and part art as he spins stories through 
monologues, short radio plays, mini-documentaries and 
"found recordings" that embellish the topic. He'll also 
take questions from the audience. 
Tickets for the 7 p.m. performance range from $22 
to $42, or $77 for a private reception with Glass after 
the event. Profits from the show will be split between 
Macedo, who has been working 
in the robotics field since 1992, 
came to USD from Texas Tech 
University in 1997. Although he 
had been aware 
of the JPL program for several 
years, the Peru native was ineligi-
ble to apply to it because he was 
nor a U.S. citizen, a status he 
earned last November. He did 
a !or of research, even making a 
few trips to Pasadena to meet 
with JPL staff, before submitting 
an application proposal in the 
spnng. 
He says the experience will aid 
him in preparing for his USD 
classes which range from a fresh-
man-level introductory course 
to statistical analysis for upper-
division students. 
"A lot of things I've seen here, 
even those I haven't been directly 
involved in, will help illustrate 
various engineering principles," 
he says. "Ir has been a very valu-
able experience I can rake back 
to USD." 
KPBS and USD's library organization, which uses funds to buy computers, books and 
other supplies for Copley Library and the Legal Research Center. 
For more information, call (619) 260-6866, or contact the Symphony Hall box 
office for tickets at (619) 235-0804. 
ALCALA ALMANAC 
Ethernet Equity 
Dorms now have fastest 
Internet link 
U SD students who live on campus have one more feature to write home 
about - an ethernet connection. 
Prior to the start of the fall semester, high-
speed Internet access work was performed ar 
the University Terrace apartments on Linda 
Vista Road, completing etherner connections 
for all on-campus student dorms and apart-
ments. 
Unlike a computer modem, which con-
nects to the Internet through a telephone 
line, an ethernet port connects to the univer-
sity's network through fiber-optic cable. 
"Students now can do a lot of their 
schoolwork from home," says Larry Perez, 
assistant director of housing and residence 
life. "In the past, students would go through 
a phone modem and get a busy signal or tie 
up the line. Now they don't need to worry 
about dialing up to do schoolwork char 
requires a computer." 
The University Terrace apartments were 
the last of USD's seven residence areas to be 
connected. With most students living on 
campus owning a computer, the erherner 
connection allows access to USD's library, 
Web sire and online classes. Many professors 
ask students to e-mail assignments or to 
research specific Web sites char complement 
class materials. 
"Ir's a feature that you can't get at most 
apartments around town," says Perez. "Ir's 
another selling point for living on campus." 
ASK THE EXPERTS 
Q To be elected, a presidential candidate must win in the electoral college. What is the purpose of the electoral college? Does this mean 
a candidate can lose the popular vote and still be elected? 
A We could organize an entire political science course around this question! 
The founding fathers were suspicious of too much direct democracy, and the creation 
of the electoral college is one example of that reluctance to give "the people" the sole 
power to elect the chief executive. It also helps protect the interests of small states, 
because the founders were afraid that states with large populations would dominate if 
there were a direct, national election. 
We do not really have a national election for president, but rather 50 elections (plus 
the District of Columbia) on the first Tuesday in November. The number of a given state's 
electoral votes is the sum of their representation in Congress - the members of the 
House of Representatives and two senators. The electors traditionally vote for the can-
didate who won the popular vote in their state, but that is not required by the 
Constitution and historically some electors have voted for a different candidate. In the 
19th century there were instances when the winner of the popular vote nationally lost in 
the electoral college. This has not happened recently (although it almost happened in 
1960 and 1968), and many political scientists believe it is inevitable that it will happen 
again. Until that time, there will be little popular demand to change the Constitution. 
Patrick Drinon, Ph.D. 
Professor of political science and dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
If you have a question you would like posed to our faculty, please e-mail 
timothym@acusd.edu or send it to USD Magazine, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA, 
92110. Questions and answers are for informational purposes only and may be edited. 
Long Distance Learning 
Twenty-three military officers were among the first gradu-ates of the new Master's in Global Leadership program, 
which uses rhe latest Internet-based audio and video technology 
to reach students who can't make it to the classroom. 
The graduates, including a Marine Corps lieutenant colonel and three 
Navy commanders, received their diplomas in August at an Alcala Park ceremony. While they 
had to be on campus to be handed their degrees, the same wasn't true of the 17-course cur-
riculum, which was designed especially for students living in remote locations, from a Naval 
base in Florida to the USS Lincoln as it sails the Indian Ocean. 
With a laptop computer and specialized software, students partake in interactive classroom 
discussions with their peers, a delivery method chat is being closely watched by the Naval 
Postgraduate School. 
"This pilot class has paved the way for officers in fleet and field units to obtain a graduate 
degree without disrupting their careers," says Jerry Singleton, program director. "It's an effec-
tive alternative to removing individuals from their operational assignments and sending them 
to some other location." 
FALL 2000 7 


THE JENNY CRAIG PAVILION 
BY THE NUMBERS 
17.5 Estimated cost in 
millions of dollars 
5,100 Seats available for 
sporting events 
1,500 Seats available in 
old Sports Center 
7,000 Maple boards in 
court floor 




12 Cost in dollars for a 
reserved sideline seat 
for men's basketball 
22 Number of seating 
sections 
30 Number of cardio-
vascular machines in 
new fitness center 
15,000 Pounds of free 
weights avai lable for 
weight training 
10 USO MA G AZ I N E 
"I wane co play here just once with it fi lled," 
whispered the senior guard, who has waited three 
years co play in from of the arena's 5,100 seats. 
"Can you imagine what it will sound like with al l 
those people in here cheering? Amazing." 
There's not much these days that can amaze 
21-year-olds, but the same sense of awe that came 
over White when he recently stepped onto the 
arena floor for the first time was repeated non-stop 
Oct. 5, when the Jenny Craig Pavilion made its 
debut co the USD communiry. As students tested 
out its seats and athletes wandered through its 
labyrinth of locker rooms and training rooms, the 
consensus was USD had cemented its place with 
the premier sports and activiry center in the West 
Coast Conference. 
'This is a whole new realm," said junior Brad 
Alves, who like most students said the 40-year-old 
Sports Center, the former home of the Toreros, 
looked more like his high school gym than a college 
arena. "Not only sports, but we'll be able co have 
concerts here and other events. It's nice co see it 
after watching it be built - it's amazing what 
comes out of a mound of dirt." 
Ground was broken for the pavilion exactly 
17 months before it opened, an astonishing con-
struction scheduled considering the scope of the 
project - a 100,752-square-foor, three-story 
fac ili ry, which includes a 3,800-square-foor fitness 
center for students, faculry and staff, a sports 
medicine clinic, coaches offices, the Cher and 
Marguerite Pagni Family Athletic Hall of Fame, 
and an upper deck reception area with sweeping 
views of the campus. 
Although it had been talked 
about for years, the new arena 
didn't get off the ground until 
Sid Craig, husband of former 
USD trustee Jenny Craig, made 
the lead gift of $7 million in the 
The redesigned 
Torero mascot 
has some fun 
with President 
Alice Hayes. 
name of his wife, co-founder of Jenny Craig Inc., 
one of the world's largest weight management . . 
services comparnes. 
During rhe inauguration, Sid explained co rhe 
crowd rhar the couple had a habit of giving each 
other unusual gifts - Jenny had earlier given Sid a 
racehorse rhar ran in the Kentucky Derby. When 
he discovered char USD was trying co build a new 
athletic faciliry, he figured ir would be a perfect gift 
co recognize her commitment co a healthy lifesryle. 
'Tm overwhelmed, rhe pavilion is even more 
beautiful than I imagined it would be," said Jenny, 
who was met by a standing ovation and thundering 
applause when she asked the crowd, "What do you 
think - is it awesome, or what?" 
The sentiment was echoed by Bill Scripps '83 , 
a trustee and head of rhe fund-raising campaign 
co raise the balance for rhe $17.5 million faciliry. 
"I couldn't be more pleased with rhe outcome," he 
said. "I think the communiry of San Diego will 
really be surprised with the qualiry of this faciliry. " 
In addition co being the premier athletic venue 
in the wee - it was selected as the sire of the 
200 I mens' and womens' basketball tournament 
before the floor was even installed - the pavilion 
is expected co host student concerts and events, aca-
demic conferences and communiry-based activities. 
USD President Alice Hayes noted char the facili-
ry's stare-of-the-arr electronics include wireless 
satellite capabilities that will enhance conferences, 
and the arena's size means student orientations can 
be held in one building. 
"So often, when you give a gift you wonder if it 
makes a real difference," said Hayes in a speech 
thanking the donors. ''As you look around you, you 
can see chat your gift does make a real difference to 
USD and our students. For years to come, thou-
sands of people will gather here for events that 
share the spirit of USD." 
The dedication included a drawing where one 
lucky student - senior Boyd McGowan, a crew 
team member - won a $10,000 tuition credit, 
and the unveiling of the redesigned USD mascot, 
a 10-foot-tall inflatable Torero designed by Shawn 
McEachern '95, owner of Inflatable Design Group. 
As the dedication ceremonies wound down, 
head athletic trainer Carolyn Greer, who has spent 
the past 23 years taping athletes' ankles and tend-
ing to their sore muscles, walked around the 
spacious new training faci li ry underneath the 
arena floor, which includes nine treatment bays, 
two whirlpools, a pri-
vate treatment room 
and even an office for 
the student intern. 
Her face had that 
same awestruck-look 
as basketball guard 
Dana White's when 
he first stepped on to 
the court. 
"For the universiry, 
the services we now 
can provide the ath-
letes have improved 
dramatically," said Greer, who often had to step 
around athletes as they wai ted for treatment in 
the old tiny and dark room. 
''And for me," added Greer, who spent more 
than two decades in a room without windows, 
"I have light. Ir's so open and bright, I just 
love it." + 
UPCOMING EVENTS IN THE JENNY CRAIG PAVILION 
Season ticket holders select seats .............................................................................................. Oct. 24 
Individual game tickets on sale ...................................................................................................... Nov. I 
The Wallflowers concert, featuring Jakob Dylan ..... ........................ ...................... ..................... Nov. 9 
Women's Volleyball vs. SDSU ........................................................................................................ Nov. 21 
Torero Tipoff ..... .................................................................... .......... ............. ..... ......................... ........ Dec. 2 
Women's Basketball vs. USC ................................................................................................ 4 p.m. 
Tailgate party and reception ............................................... ........................................... 5:30 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. University of Oregon ........ .. ........................................................ 7:30 p.m. 
West Coast Conference Men's and Women's Basketball Tournament ........................ March 1-S 
For information on these and other events, or to purchase single or season tickets, call the 
Jenny Craig Pavilion ticket office at (619) 260-7550. 
Jenny Craig is surrounded by the 
USO Women's Basketball Team. 
"AS YOU LOOK 
AROUND YOU, 
YOU CAN SEE 
THAT YOUR GIFT 
DOES MAKE A 
REAL DIFFERENCE 
TO USO AND OUR 
STUDENTS." 
USO President Alice Hayes 
FALL 2000 11 




Love them , hate them , can 't live without them , 
freshman roommates are a USO rite of passage. 
By Susan Herold 
l, is most likely how you were matched with your first college ommate. person you never met sat in a room with a stack of 3 x 5 index 
cards on which you had cleverly answered questions like, "What kind 
of music do you listen to?" and "Describe your spare-time activities," 
and "What are your academic interests?" and where you had judi-
ciously circled your housekeeping habits: 1 being neat, 5 being 
messy. 
And then chis anonymous person, who has all the patience of Job 
and all the foresight of Nostradamus and all the intuition of your 
mother, read the answers on those cards, sighed a little sigh, and 
paper-clipped your card to another. 
And you were roommates. 
Amazingly, you discovered you actually liked each ocher and you 
didn't mind the wee towel on the floor and you really listened when 
she told you about che fight wich her boyfriend and one thing led to 
another and before you knew it you were the maid of honor at the 
12 USD MAGAZINE 
wedding and standing there crying and it suddenly 
hit you: This person, who at one time was a 
complete stranger, turned out to be your 
best friend in the world. 
"I remember thinking that whole 
summer before I came to USD chat I 
was going to end up living wich some 
weird person, that she'd probably be 
a cheerleader and nothing like me," 
recalls Vickie Minardi '87, whose 
freshman roomie, Karen (Rivera) 
Wise '87 '89, was her best college 
friend, and remains so today. 
"I was nervous, but when 
I saw Karen, we completely 
tarted hugging. It just was 
amazing," says Minardi, 
who even forgave Wise for being (aargh) a high school cheerleader. 
"We still laugh all the time and chink, 'How on earth did we get 
hooked up? How did they know we'd be such good friends?' " 
Not all freshman roomies are pals for life. But more often than 
not, roommate assignments made by USD housing personnel turn 
out to be a kind of friendship kismet, where personalities, interests, 
passions and pet peeves become the ingredients for a successful 
matchmaking brew. 
Neat + Messy = Trouble 
It helps, of course, to have some experienced matchmakers involved. 
Judy Sandman has spent the past 19 years making sure that roomies 
are as compatible as possible given the tools she has to work with-
a brief questionnaire and a system which gives students housing 
preferences based on when their deposit is received. 
"We look at their housing choice, their common interests, the 
music they like and their spare time activities," explains Sandman, 
assistant director of residence life. "But the reality is, how do you 
know from a little piece of paper who these people are?" 
T here are a few hard and fast rules, however, when it comes to 
room assignments . Don't put a slob with a neat freak. Try to match 
interests and tastes in music. Never put two people with the same 
first name together. Yet every so often, even the matchmakers get 
snookered . 
"Occasionally we' ll gee two roommates who get together and find 
their housekeeping habits are way off," Sandman says. "And then we 
find out one of their mothers filled out the form and listed them as 
neat and tidy. " 
The rest of the matching process is much less a science and much 
more intuition. Lisa Moses is in her second year of helping match 
the incoming freshmen class, which numbered 942 this year. In 
charge of the female freshmen, Moses divides the requests into stacks 
of six and then employs a mixed theory of common interests (similar 
majors go together) and opposites attract (a shy personality with an 
outgoing one) . 
"I'd like them to meet people with similar interests but also give 
them variety, so I prefer not to put people from the same state or city 
together," Moses says. She usually feels good about her choices, but 
admits that every so often she's left with a card that just doesn't seem 
to fit with another. 
"I try to do it without any regrets," she says, "but sometimes I 
can't match them up perfectly." 
' ' 'We get along great 
l can't imagine not having 
a roommate.' ' 
-Karen Kreuzer. USO freshman 
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There are a few 
hard and fast rules when it 
comes to room assignments. 
Don't put a slob with a neat 
freaK. Try to match interests 
and tastes in music. Never put 
two people with the same 
first name together 
A Perfect t.tatch 
You wouldn't think that if you met freshmen roomies Karen Kreuzer 
and Leah Overton. Karen, a tennis player from swanky Laguna Hills, 
Cal if. , and Leah, a guitar player from woodsy Littleton, Colo., who 
admit they were hesiram about the other before meeting, say they 
can't believe their luck. They like the same music, the same decor, 
and oddly enough, they look enough alike to pass for sisters. 
"Isn't char strange?" asks Karen. "Even people in the dorm have 
noticed ir. " 
Adds Leah: "We even like the same music. I have every single 
Dave Matthews CD except for two, and Karen had the two. " They 
also obviously like to ralk with friends. They have three phones in 
their petite Founders Hall room. 
Of course, they're not so alike that they don't have differences-
Karen is into art history and Leah likes math. But at this stage, the 
two predict they'll be roomies for a long while. "We get along great," 
says Karen. "I can't imagine nor having a roommate, not having some-
one to go ear witl1 or to talk with when you get home from class." 
For every Leah and Karen , there are roommates like Christopher 
Nadeau and Charlie Powers. 
Christopher is from McHenry, Ill., a small, heartland town about 
an hour north of Chicago; Charlie hails from the blue-collar seaside 
village of Gloucester, Mass., best known for its depiction in "The 
Perfect Storm." Christopher was valedictorian and president of his 
high school's student council and National Honor Society; Charlie 
did well in school, bur "studying a lot isn't my style." Christopher is 
most comfortable in creased khakis and shined loafers; Charlie, well , 
he doesn't like to wear shoes. Christopher's hair is neatly cropped and 
gelled; Charlie hasn't cut his dreadlocks for more than a year. 
"When Charlie walked in the room," recalls Christopher, who 
had visions of an East Coast blueblood during September's Move-in 
Day, "he was rhe exact opposite of what I expected. I'm goal-oriented, 
driven, studious, kinda serious. Charlie's laid back, into a good time and 
having fun. I guess you could say we are the perennial odd couple." 
Opposites Can Attract 
But there is something to be said for opposites. Charlie doesn't mind 
that Christopher takes up most of rhe closet with his cloches, since 
most of Charlie's attire doesn't need a hangar. Christopher likes that 
Charlie doesn't need more than five minutes in their Maher Hall 
bathroom to gee ready for class, since Christopher admits he spends 
"a solid half hour" in the shower. 
And then there are rhe critical dorm supplies. Christopher 
brought a television, VCR, stereo and computer. Charlie brought a 
Brita water filter and the beach chairs. 
"Chris is very dedicated to studying, which isn't exactly my style, 
but it's good in a way, because he'll probably make me do it," says 
Charlie. "We're a little opposite, bur we gee along real well. I'm a 
pretty easygoing guy, so it will work our. " 
Everyone, even the incoming freshmen, have heard the horror 
stories of roommate assignments that fail (the best so far: a woman 
who engages in staring contests and the guy who keeps unplugging 
his roommate's alarm clock) , bur actually, roommate failures are 
rare. For the few who can't get along, there is a conflict resolution 
process which includes counseling from the resident director and 
a mediation process. 
"We also have a roommate rights contract, in which each person 
answers a more elaborate series of questions about their living habits 
to help us determine if there is a real conflict," explains Larry Perez, 
assistant director of residence life. "Usually it's a minor problem that 
just needs to be negotiated. Every so often it's not a good fit, so we try 
very hard to move one or both persons if needed." 
For those students who prefer to live by themselves, USD has 100 
single beds our of the 2,100 in the campus' seven residence areas. 
Once past their freshman year, students who wane to live on cam-
pus can request their roommates and enter a lottery to select their 
preferred housing. The housing staff does its best to fulfill all requests 
and match roommates accordingly. A problem occasionally crops up 
when a student requests a certain roommate but that person does not 
request them. 
"Ir's very delicate, " says Sandman. "We try to accommodate 
everybody with their room choice and roommate, but it's difficult. 
But we find once rhey get involved in school and make friendships, 
which residence hall they live in is nor char important to them." 
That held true for Minardi, who today lives some 400 miles from 
her freshman roomie Wise, as the pair still manages to talk several 
times a week by phone. 
"I had never even shared a bedroom with anyone before I went to 
USD, so to connect with someone like this is terrific," says Minardi, 
whose other best friend, Kristin Boettger '87, is now her roommate 
in San Francisco. "I was Karen's maid of honor, our families are 
close, her parents are like my parents. I don't know how ir happened, 
but I'm very grateful to USD for making it happen ." + 
\Jhen they met the first time as freshman roommates in the early 80s 
(bottom photo) VicKie Minardi and Karen (Rivera) \Jise Knew they would 
be best friends . Minardi even served as \Jise·s maid of honor years later 
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When Alzheimer's Disease Strikes the Family 
16 USD MAGA Z I NE 
The strain of taking care of a loved one with Alzheimer's disease o~en can 
be too much to handle, unless families are prepared to face the illness 
with a united front. Some USD experts have ideas about where to start. 
BY MICHAEL R. HASKINS 
> 
e's been 20 years, but Larry Dolan 
will never forger rhe terrifying phone 
call chat changed his family forever. 
Sound as leep at 3 a.m., he fumbled 
for rhe ringing phone and awoke to 
hear his panicked mother on the 
ocher end of the line. Could he come 
home right away? There was a strange 
man in the house. 
Dolan, a USD religious studies pro-
fessor and campus chaplain at the 
rime, threw on some cloches, barged 
out of his Maher Hall apartment and 
sped over to his parents' Point Loma 
home. H e arrived to find his mother 
confronting a man she didn't know. 
The man was his father. 
"There were signs for a long rime 
char things weren't quire right, moscly 
litcle things char she would forger," says 
Dolan, whose mother had Alzheimer's 
disease for almost eight years before 
she died in 1984. ''As her condition 
worsened, she needed more care than 
we could provide. My dad's health 
was deteriorating, and at char rime 
there was no day care for Alzheimer's 
patients. We pretty much faced it 
alone. " 
Dolan and his father, Patrick, cared 
for his mother for six years, bur in 
1982 made the difficult decision to 
move her into a 24-hour care unit 
with the local Sisters of Nazareth, a 
religious order char operated a nursing 
home in San Diego. The two years of 
full-rime care completely depleted the 




"Nobody knew much of anything 
about Alzheimer's disease, and people 
just didn't know what to say," Dolan 
recalls. "So they wouldn't say anything." 
In the days before Ronald Reagan's 
much-publicized bout with Alzheimer's 
disease shed light on the issue, people 
like Dolan made decisions about care 
in rhe dark. The disease often ripped 
families apart or, in the case of 
Dolan's father, just wore them out. 
"My dad was in his 80s and had to 
watch my mother all the rime to make 
sure she didn't hurt herself or wander 
away," Dolan says. "He couldn't even 
walk across the street to visit friends 
for a few minutes. When he died, 
almost exactly a year after she did, I 
really believe that it's because his work 
as a caregiver was done. " 
Stories of families dealing with 
Alzheimer's disease today are, sadly, 
not much different. Although support 
groups for caregivers and day care for 
chose stricken with the disease help 
rake away some of the strain, 
Alzheimer's disease still exacts a heavy 
roll - emotionally, financially and 
socially - on families of the patient. 
Bur there are ways around some of 
the problems, say USD experts who 
have examined the disease and, in 
some cases, dealt with it in their own 
families . Alzheimer's victims - 4 mil-
lion of them in the United States 
alone - can live anywhere from eight 
to 25 years, and rash decisions about 
caregiving can lead to guilt, confusion 
and resentment. To avoid such prob-
lems, families should think out the 
situation rationally, divide up respon-
sibilities and prepare a plan of action. 
Family Matters 
Anne Hendershott admits she was 
arrogant when it came to dealing with 
Alzheimer's. When her mother-in-law, 
Katharine, was diagnosed in 1994, 
the USD sociology professor whose 
specialty is aging and gerontology 
believed she was equipped to handle 
caregiving. She had studied rhe dis-
ease, knew rhe latest behavioral man-
agement strategies and lectured to 
students on the stress and depression 
that caregivers experience. 
None of it prepared her. 
"The three years that we cared for 
Katharine tested the limits of our 
marriage and family relationships," 
she says, "and at times I didn't know 
if those relationships would survive. 
There was anger, resentment, disap-
pointment and hurt feelings." 
The family - Anne, husband 
Dana and son Jonathan - came 
through the experience intact, but in 
hindsight Anne says much of the con-
flict could have been avoided. To help 
others recognize and avoid the pitfalls, 
she wrote the book The Reluctant 
Caregivers: Learning to Care for a 
Loved One with Alzheimer's, a personal 
narrative of her experiences and a 
practical guide to understanding the 
myriad caregiving issues that arise. 
Family conflict is often the most 
wearying part of caring for a person 
with Alzheimer's, and Hendershott's 
family was no exception. It started 
even before her mother-in-law 
was diagnosed, when Anne tried 
day-ro-day responsibilities. Anne 
had some flexibility in her schedule, 
but she still had to get Katharine up 
every day, feed her, bring her to day 
care and then return home to help 
Jonathan get ready for school. The 
routine continued in reverse at night. 
"I was the super-caregiver for a 
long time," she says. 
Super-caregivers are perfectionists 
who egotistically believe they can do 
it all for the patient and their families, 
Hendershott says, an impossible stan-
dard. Martyr-caregivers sacrifice their 
personal, work and social lives to care 
for the patient. Her book aims to turn 
both into reality-based caregivers, who 
regard the disease as a family and 
community challenge, nor an individ-
ual burden. 
"Reality-based caregivers learn to 
draw upon the spiritual, emotional 
and practical resources of their fami-
lies and their communities," she says. 
"Guilr complexes or feelings of obliga-
tion are poor reasons to assume care." 
WHAT IS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE? 
Once thought to be a mental illness, Alzheimer's is a physical disease characterr 
ized by abnormal clumps and knots of brain cells that take over healthy brain 
tissue, destroying the areas of the brain associated with intellectual function. 
Certain symptoms are indicative of Alzheimer's, however doctors today cannot 
diagnose Alzheimer's with I 00 percent certainty until a brain autopsy is 
performed after the person's death.There is no sure way to prevent 
the onset of Alzheimer's disease and there is no cure, although 
medications can improve the qual ity of patients' lives. 
to convince the family something 
was wrong. What she saw as serious 
issues - forgotten bills, episodes of 
amnesia, an unkempt house, weight 
loss - others chalked up to forget-
fulness or rhe natural effects of aging. 
Attempts to address rhe situation 
often ended in arguments. 
When the Hendershotts brought 
Katharine to live with them in the 
summer of 1994, Anne assumed, like 
most caregivers, chat she was ready. 
Her husband, Dana, worked in San 
Francisco during the week, so Anne 
and Jonathan handled many of the 
Chief among her recommendations 
is an initial family meeting to assess 
rhe situation, talk our the options 
and assign responsibilities. Alzheimer's 
researchers say that in most family con-
flicts, the problems are directly related 
to the caregiver's feeling chat other 
members of the family aren't doing 
their part. That was true at times with 
Hendershott, who says a family meet-
ing would have reduced the long-dis-
tance arguments she and her husband 
experienced. She suggests getting com-
mitments of time in writing, and draw-
ing up a schedule of responsibilities. 
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Professor Anne Hendershott, author of The Reluctant 
Caregivers, says even though she was better prepared than 
most Alzheimer's caregivers, she, husband Dana and son Jon 
occasionally fought over caring for Dana's mother because 
they did not specify their duties in advance. 
"The formality of a meeting like 
this might be tough for some fami-
lies," she says, "but you need to have 
clear expectations of assistance from 
other family members. Once you lay 
out the plan , the primary caregiver 
can avoid the stress of wondering 
when and if they'll get some help. " 
Money, Money, Money 
Another topic for the family meeting 
has to be money, as the costs of care 
for this long-term illness can be stag-
gering. Because Alzheimer's is a brain 
disorder that gradually destroys the 
ability to reason, remember, imagine 
and learn, those with the disease can 
be depressed, paranoid and unpre-
dictable. In the later stages, they can 
no longer feed or bathe themselves. 
Over the course of the disease, 
round-the-clock care or nursing home 
care - which can run upwards of 
$3,000 a month - is simply roo 
expensive for all but the most wealthy. 
Medicare and private health insurance 
don't cover nursing home costs or 
home health aid costs, and Medicaid 
for long-term care doesn't kick in 
until all other resources have been 
depleted. 
A new option is long-term care 
insurance, which will pay for institu-
tionalization, long-term care and day 
care. Such policies are expensive and 
are not available to those already 
diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. 
However, employers are beginning to 
offer financial and legal planning for 
older persons, including group long-
term care policies, and individuals 
also can sign up for long-term insur-
ance for themselves or their parents. 
"Had we planned early enough," 
says Hendershott, "a long-term care 
policy for day-care services and in-
home health aides would have saved 
our family more than $100,000." 
After diagnosis, but before the dis-
ease progresses too far, the family may 
need to take over financial concerns. 
Larry Dolan's father came across an 
"inch-thick" stack of unpaid bills, 
while others discover that the 
Alzheimer's sufferer has emptied their 
bank account and has no idea where 
the money has gone. 
WARNING SIGNS 
Alzheimer's patients exhibit a number of symptoms in the early, middle and 
final stages of the disease, and family and friends may be slow to recognize the 
onset. Before settling on a diagnosis of Alzheimer's, nursing Professor Patricia Roth 
urges families to seek a neurological and psychiatric exam to rule out other 
problems that might be treatable. Some of the warning signs are: 
Early Stages: forgetfulness; mild personality changes; 
minor disorientation; frequent loss or misplacement of 
familiar items; inability to find the right word. 
Moderate Stage: noticeable memory loss; frequent inappropriate 
use of words; inability to perform daily living tasks such as cooking, 
dressing, bathing, shopping; tendency to wander off and confuse day 
and night; inability to recognize acquaintances and familiar objects. 
Final Stage: loss of all self-care ability; inability to eat, dress or bath; 
incontinence; inability to comprehend people or surroundings. 
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Hendershott suggests having t}ie 
person diagnosed with Alzheimer's 
disease sign a health care proxy, which 
authorizes a spouse or adult child to 
make health care decisions, and a 
"durable" power of attorney docu-
ment, allowing the caregiver to act 
and sign documents on behalf of the 
person when they become mentally 
incompetent. Addressing these con-
cerns early can avoid lengthy and 
complex competency and guardian-
ship hearings later. 
"For our family, the durable 
power of attorney allowed us to sell 
Katharine's home and place the 
money into accounts to help pay for 
her monthly expenses," Hendershott 
says. 
Social Studies 
Even with the emotional and financial 
problems her family faced, Hendershott 
thought they were doing a pretty 
good job of dealing with her mother-
in-law's illness. Until her 10-year-old 
son brought home a school assignment. 
Jonathan showed his parents a writ-
ing assignment about a person over-
coming a personal challenge, a thinly-
disguised self-portrait of a boy named 
"Reggie" who had problems parallel-
ing his own experiences with his 
grandmother. He tided the story 'The 
Rock" afrer the movie about Alcatraz 
prison, in reference to the door and 
window locks installed throughout 
the house to keep Katharine from 
wandering away. 
Anne and Dana were heartbroken 
when they read the story, especially 
the epilogue in which Jonathan wrote, 
"Reggie's mom has become a real 
expert on Alzheimer's disease and now 
takes care of Reggie's dad, who just 
came down with Alzheimer's." 
"Jonathan had never complained 
and frequently offered to help, so the 
sadness in the story hit us even hard-
er," say Anne. "There was so much in 
the story about the loss of his own 
parents, who were so caught up in 
their caregiving tasks that Reggie 
seemed to be getting lost." 
Looking back, Hendershott remem-
bers that Jonathan stopped inviting 
everyone but the closest friends over to 
the house, worried that they wouldn't 
understand his grandmother's odd 
behavior. He found it hard not to 
complain when mom and dad couldn't 
make it to the class play or music 
recital. And he tried ro stay home 
when his parents wanted to bring 
Katharine along on family outings. 
Those experiences are typical of 
children in caregiving families. In 
some cases, rhe situation can be much 
worse. Diane Beach, a 1999 School of 
Education graduate who is among the 
first researchers to study how children 
Bue he has no regrets. "le was a 
cesr," he says, "and it made me a bet-
ter person." 
Without support, every member of 
the family ends up giving up ocher 
aspects of their lives. Caregivers can 
be afraid to leave the house because of 
safety concerns or the fear of socially 
embarrassing situations, and are reluc-
tant to invite friends home for the 
same reasons. 
FAMILY MEETING 
Experts suggest getting the family together as soon as an 
Alzheimer's diagnosis is reached to discuss the situation and 
reso lve caregiving issues. Topics for the meeting should include: 
• The patient's current condition. 
• Projected condition as the disease progresses. 
• The financial situation, including power of attorney issues and 
understanding of how family members will contribute to the 
cost of care. 
• The care options, including a discussion of issues such as 
artificial feeding and life support. 
• Decisions about care and commitments of responsibility, 
especially a clear expectation by the primary caregiver about 
who will help them, what the helpers will do and how often 
help will be available. 
deal with Alzheimer's, came across 
families who left 12- and 13-year-old 
children at home to care for rhe 
Alzheimer's patient, because they sim-
ply saw no other way our. Beach says 
the adults in such families need to be 
taught how to find a balance so that 
the patient is cared for adequately, the 
family is safe and the caregiver gets a 
break. 
"A child should never be placed in a 
primary caregiver situation," she says, 
"bur families may be past rhe point of 
rational thinking. A better solution is 
to explain to the child they may get less 
attention or they may have to assume 
more chores around che house. Kids 
don't have a support group ro go ro, 
so talk ro chem about ir. " 
Jonathan, now a 15-year-old high 
school sophomore, figures he missed 
our on a few things while he cared for 
his grandmother. He remembers the 
arguments between his mom and dad, 
and the unhappiness he felt when they 
couldn't make it co school functions. 
"Outsiders cannot begin to imagine 
what it's like to live with Alzheimer's 
24 hours a day," says Patricia Roch, 
a USO nursing professor who studies 
aging and serves on the board of a 
local day-care provider and resource 
center. "The daily conflicts they 
encounter are unimaginable ro chose 
who haven't had the same experiences." 
The results can be tragic. Desperate 
spouses have attempted to kill 
Alzheimer's patients and themselves 
to escape the situation, while adult 
children of Alzheimer's patients have 
abandoned their parents, leaving chem 
in nursing home foyers or hospital 
emergency rooms. 
Hendershott and Roth, who both 
facilitate Alzheimer's support groups, 
say char such groups can help deal 
with the inevitable family crises, 
especially for caregivers feeling over-
whelmed. They suggest consulring 
local chapters of the Alzheimer's 
Association, or logging onto 
Alzheimers.com, to find reputable 
resources. In areas where there is no 
local organization, Roch says universi-
ties, medical schools, hospitals and 
churches can point caregivers to sup-
port resources. In urban areas, day 
care often is available for those attend-
ing support group meetings, where 
caregivers can pick up viral informa-
tion and strategies they wouldn't gee 
elsewhere. 
"Mose people don't gee the informa-
tion they need within the health care 
system," says Roth. "In the age of 
managed care, there's lircle or no rime 
to reach caregiving. + 
Anne Hendershott's book, The Reluctant 
Caregivers, is available at amazon.com, 
barnesandnoble.com, or can be ordered 
through any Barnes and Noble bookstore. 
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Giving Peace a Chance 
President John F. Kennedy's admonition to, "Ask not what your country can do for you, ask 
what you can do for your country," was still fresh 
in the mind of Patrick Barry '65 when he started 
searching for a career. 
"John Kennedy was a great inspi ration to me," 
recalls Barry, who majored in business. "He spoke 
of the world as being one community, and when 
he created the Peace Corps, I thought of it as a 
way I could help make the world a better place." 
Within a year of leaving Alcala Park, Barry was 
in Nigeria, working with local farmers to introduce 
a higher-yielding strain of corn. That experience 
developed into a lifetime passion, as he spent 15 of 
the next 34 years hopscotching the globe as a 
Peace Corps member. His service was segmented 
by a requirement that no one can serve more than 
five years at any one time, and the interval 
between stints must be at least equal to the time 
served on the most recent assignment. 
''They do that to keep people fresh, " he says, 
adding his most recent experience, five years as 
country director supervising volunteers in Sengal, 
was an arduous one. " It is, literally, an around-the-
clock job. It's very challenging to live in a remote 
place where no one speaks English and there are 
none of the amenities that people in the United 
States take for granted." 
In addition to Nigeria and Sengal, Barry's tours 
have taken him to Cameroon and Zaire, but his 
most memorable stay was in Mauritias, a tiny island 
in the Indian Ocean where he met his wife, 
Ginette. While their three children were young, 
the Barrys settled in San Diego, where for I 0 
years Partrick worked as a purchasing agent for 
the water district. As the children grew older, they 
went along on Barry's assignments, where the 
family made due on a stipend covering only the 
basic necessities. 
In Senegal, Barry supervised the efforts of some 
130 volunteers, and says while there has been a 
shift in the motivations between today's crop of 
volunteers and his peers in the mid-'60s, a glimmer 
of idealism still exists. 
"We thought the world needed our help, where 
today's volunteers tend to think of the experience 
more as a step toward a certain kind of job," he 
says. "But I think that difference is true of the 
society as a whole, not just among Peace Corps 
volunteers. In general , the people that choose the 
Peace Corps still want to make a positive 
difference in the world and want to give 
themselves an opportunity to grow personally." 
Patrick and Ginette Barry 
• 1971 • 
CLASS CHAIR 
Steve Nasman 
C LA SS CORRESPONDENT 
Lawrence Pickard 
4906 New Castle Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
U NDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Pauline Carbone (M.Ed. '85) 
has taught health and physical 
education at rhe Academy of Our 
Lady of Peace in San Diego for 
rhe past 29 years and lives in 
Italy every summer to brush up 
on her Italian . .. . Stephen 
Chambers retired from the 
Marine Corps in 1999 after 28 
years and now works for 
Dynamed in Carlsbad, Calif. 
Steve's wife, Pamela (Steffy) 
Chambers '73 , has her own 
business manufacturing frames 
and other gift items. The couple 
have three sons: Tom, 23, Andy, 
21 , and Nick, 19 .... Patrick 
McCarthy recently joined 
Georgia Tech as rhe new chair of 
the School of Economics in Ivan 
Allen College. Prior to his 
appointment he taught at Purdue 





Antonio Aldana Jr . works in 
advertising in San Antonio, 
Texas, and coaches under-12 girls 
soccer, recenrly raking third in 
rhe stare finals . 
• 1973• 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Timothy Hermsen (M.S. '75) 
has a private psychotherapy 
practice in Kennewick, Wash., 
specializing in war trauma and 
rural mental health. Timothy 
recently celebrated his 26th 
wedding anniversary wi th 
Deirdre (Kennedy) Hermsen '72. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Arthur Feingold (J .D .) is senior 
vice president for First Union 






15660 Southwest 123rd Avenue 
Miami, FL 33 177 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Ruby (Stringer) Cook is 
executive director of finance and 
accounting for Garden Fresh 
Restaurant Corp. in San Diego. 
Ruby and husband Jesse have rwo 
sons attending college, Jamal and 
Taj Ali .... S.G. Frank Haas Ill 
and his wife, Kerrie, have a 
1-year-old daughter, Rei lly Ann. 
Frank is a trade association 
executive in Washington, D.C. 
.. . John Wesley Houston Jr. has 
acted in television, fi lm and stage 
fo r rhe past 20 years, and has 
appeared in more than 30 TV 
movies and feature fi lms under 
rhe name John Wesley. He also 
has taught acting at UCSD and 
consulted with USD's master of 
fine arrs program .... Mary Lisa 
(Gorton) Minor is director 
of religious education for the 
Unitarian Universalise Church 
in Bloomington, Ind., where 
she also is a member of rhe 
Bloomington Women Ministers 
Association .. . . Robin (Spicer) 
Pulido (M.A. '78) reaches 
elementary students in rhe 
computer lab of Sr. Rose of Lima 
School in Chula Vista, Cali f., 
FALL 2000 21 
Mike Sexton '70 has been on the road with rock and roll 
bands for more than 25 years. 
And while there are few hard 
and fast rules when it comes to 
managing tours for acts such as 
The Rolling Stones, Jackson 
Browne and Crosby, Stills and 
Nash, he's reached the point 
where there's one thing he won't 
change. 
"I don't want to work for any 
band that's younger than me," 
says the 52-year-old Sexton, who 
admits that after almost three 
decades as a tour manager and 
accountant, he'd rather spend his 
off days playing golf with Graham 
Nash than partying with Kid Rock. 
Some may yearn for the days 
when rock was more decadent, 
but for Sexton, having a 




•CLASS OF '70• 
Behind the Music 
secondary to making the crazy 
details of a tour come together. 
After his first gig in 1978 as a 
truck driver for an Al Stewart 
tour, Sexton moved up from 
production manager to assistant 
road manager to tour manager, 
with the occasional accountant 
job thrown in. He handles the 
travel, pays the bills, settles up 
with the venues and organizes 
the crew, who move the equivalent 
of a small city almost every night. 
"There's always a crisis to 
handle," he says, "but hey, it's 
rock and roll. It's fun." 
Sexton rarely sits back and 
enjoys the music, spending most 
of his time working backstage. 
The veteran acts he supports 
don't demand too many of the 
fabled indulgences that young 
rockers are known for, and they 
have the added benefit of 
traveling first class. 
"It's been great working with 
the same bands for so many 
GALLERY 
years, because we all know what 
to expect from each other," says 
Sexton, who grew up in San 
Diego and still lives there when 
he's not on tour in the United 
States, Europe, Japan or South 
America. "You become a tight-
knit group on the road, and the 
musicians tend to be as down-to-
earth as anybody in the crew." 
Sexton rarely goes to concerts 
when he's not working, but he 
made one exception this summer 
for The Who. After being gone 
from home for almost three 
straight years, Sexton is doing 
some consulting and a few 
benefit shows, but otherwise 
taking some time off. Chances 
are, though, he'll be back on the 
road again soon. 
"I've got a few more years left 
in me, and I don't really want to 
do anything else," he says. "When 
you 're working for people whose 
music you love, it's hard to beat." 
From left: Graham Nash, David Crosby, Mike Sexton '70, and Jackson Browne. 
and has two children, Rebecca, 
15, and Andy, 13 ... . Ricardo 
Sanchez (M.A.'78) has spent 25 
years in education for the San 
Diego C iry Schools, 10 of chose 
years in administration .. .. 
Juliette Tapacio Sarmiento is 
22 US O MAGAZ I NE 
judge pro rempore of the Solano 
Counry Small C laims Court . ... 
Marina Z.Vera is an adjunct 
instructor fo r Southwestern 
College and InterAmerican 
College, and also reaches English 
as a second language to adults 
and psychology at ocher San 
Diego area colleges ... . Bill 
Uberti (M.A. '78) is the 
executive officer at the U .S. 
Coast G uard Marine Safery 





GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
David Shepard (J.D.) has 
practiced workers' compensation 
law since 1979 and had his own 
firm since 1986. David , who lives 







48 D arlene Street 
St. Paul, MN 5 511 9-4908 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Michael Costanzo teaches cross 
categorical special education 
classes for Chino Valley High 
School in Arizona, where he is 
busy remodeling a home on an 
acre of land. 
CLASS CHAIR 
Kathy (George) Frisbie 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Dorothy Kettel-Kneski 
20 Sandpiper Court 
Westhampton, N.Y. 11977-1 4 10 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Judy Bush moved to Tulsa, Okla., 
in 1998 and is a consultant spe-
cializing in PeopleSofr payroll. . .. 
Mitsukuni Shinohara (M .B.A. 
'82) lives in Wellington, New 
Zealand, and is a financial sys-




Carrie (Galvin) Dern 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Antonio Adamo owns a 
restaurant/hospitality design firm 
in San Diego with his wife, Tina 
Marie Koch .. .. Jennifer 
(Kleszcz) Ballister (M.Ed. '82) 
has been teaching orthopedically 
handicapped children since 1985. 
She and husband John have two 
daughters, ages 8 and 10 .... 
Cynthia Wood Callant retired 
from Sharp Healthcare in 1998 
to be a stay-at-home mother to 
Spencer, 4, and Emma, 1 .. . . 
Sharon (Seivert) Calvo (M.Ed. 
'81) has taught special education 
since 1981 and also teaches 
special education and instruction 
leadership graduate courses at 
National University. She was 
married in 1997 to husband 
Michael. . .. Edward Coles 
opened Central Texas 
Ambulatory Endoscopy Center 
two years ago in San Marcos, 
Texas, where he lives with his 
wife of 19 years, Lorraine 
(Lienhard) Coles '81 . The 
couple have four kids, one dog, 
one cat and "lots of fun." ... 
Doug Helzer works in insurance 
in Pueblo, Colo., and has a 3-
year-old daughter, Madison, with 
wife Jacqueline .... Karen 
(Goodfellow) Engelsen is 
director of student services for 
Pima Community College in 
Tucson, Ariz., where she lives 
with husband Brian and their 
three children: Joel, 14, Sean, 13, 
and Anne, 10 . .. . Karen 
(Darnauer) Hirakawa works in 
quality assurance for Kaiser 
Permanente in Silver Spring, 
Md., and has two sons, Andy and 
Josh, with husband Ted . .. . Rev. 
Gary Holtey is the associate 
pastor at Santa Sophia Parish in 
Spring Valley, Calif. Prior to his 
current position, he was associate 
pastor at Our Lady of the Sacred 
ALUMNI 
Heart and Blessed Sacrament 
parishes and resident priest at St. 
Didacus Parish .. .. John Knoth 
is vice president of investments 
for Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 
in San Diego and coaches his son 
Austin's basketball team . . .. 
Carol (Santangelo) Lovejoy 
has a day care business in her 
home and has six children ... . 
Louis McKay (M.Ed. '8 1) 
teaches Spanish and music for 
the San Diego Unified School 
District and also sings with 
Opera Pacific in Orange County 
and the San Diego Opera ... . 
Humberto Orduno is active in 
border issues in Tecate, Calif., 
and is lecturer at the University 
of Baja California on import/export 
issues. Humberto's wife, Norma, 
passed away in June 1999. He 
has a son, Emmanuel. ... Frank 
Pagano guest lectures for fashion 
institutes and runs the Pagano 
West News, a quarterly newsletter. 
He and wife Candace have three 
daughters who "constantly 
challenge how conservative I 
really am." ... Joseph Rogers is 
writing his second novel and is 
working on his writer's certificate 
from UCLA when he's not busy 
refurbishing his 34-foot sailboat. 
. .. Maria (Ramirez) Santalo is 
a public health nurse in San 
Diego and has three children . ... 
Catherine (Hopkins) Schafer 
recently saw the Passion Play in 
Germany. She is president of the 
King's Highway Chapter, 
National Society of the Daughters 
of Founders and Patriots of 
America . . . . Michelle (Squires) 
Soo-Hong teaches at Horizon 
Christian Elementary School in 
San Diego and has a 6-year-old 
daughter, Monique .... Blaine 
Smith works for the Magnolia 
School District in Brawley, Calif., 
and won the California Distinguished 
School Award in 1993. Blaine 
and wife Terry have three teen-







10720 Ohio Avenue, #12 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
John Chisholm is a doctor of 
podiatric medicine in Chula 
Vis ta, Calif., and competed 
in the California lronman 
Triathalon in May .... Vivian 
(Sansbury) Clark retired 
from nursing 10 years ago .... 
Dave Laddusaw and Terry 
Blanchard '82 coached the 
Trabuco Canyon Little League 
Single A Mets to an undefeated 
season. Dave's son, Cole, and 
Terry's son, Brandon, were 





Paul Appleby designs prevention 
and intervention training 
programs to discourage violence 
and drug use. He also has acted 
in three plays and two movies, 
and lives in Tucson, Ariz .... 
Nancy (Knezic) Owen (M.S .N. 
'90) retired from the Navy in 
1997 after nearly 25 years as a 
Navy nurse. She currently works 
part time as a school nurse at 
Sacred Heart School in 
Coronado, Calif. , where she plays 






1453 West Kesler Lane 
Chandler, AZ 85224 
e-mail: rsanchez@ionet.net 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Stephanie Antonioli is a case 
manager with foster children and 
also interns at an elementary 
school. She recently returned 
from a trip to Spain and the 
Canary Islands .... Todd 
Cummings is an account 
manager fo r Fidelity National 
Title Insurance in San Bernadina, 
Calif. , where he lives with wife 
Julie and son Skylar Blair, 2 ... . 
John Rippo publishes Espresso, 
San Diego's coffeehouse and cafe 
newspaper .... Kathy (Raskob) 
Van Loan moved back to her 
hometown of Tucson, Ariz., 
where she teaches Spanish part 
time and takes care of her 
children, Timothy, 11, Emily, 5 
and Hannah, 2. Her husband, 
Glenn, works for Hewlett 






489 Pescado Place 
Encinitas, CA 92024 
e-mail: normsam@home.com 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Gabriel Chavez is a manager for 
KPMG in Los Angeles, and has 
two children, Thomas Gabriel, 3, 
and Francesca Hall, 1, with wife 
Tara .. . . Cecilia (Macevicz) 
Cresto recently joined Internet 
start-up eAssisr.com, which 
provides customer-care solutions 
for Web-based companies. 
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CLASS CHAIR 
Maggie Keller Hawblitzel 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Kacie (O'Rourke) Delano 
425 Yale Avenue 
Coalinga, CA 93210 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
W. Brian Ahern started his own 
insurance agency three years ago 
specializing in insuring lawyers, 
doctors and ocher professionals. 
. . . William Bradley is a 
recruiter for a Manhattan-based 
£-business solutions provider and 
lives in New Jersey with his wife, 
Paula, and three children: Paul, 
8, Heather, 4, and Christina, 2. 
.. . Terrence Burns was recencly 
promoted to Department of 
Defense account specialise with 
Novartis Pharmaceuticals in San 
Diego .... Christopher 
Desantis recencly opened Pizza 
Pete's restaurant in Orange, 
Calif., with his brother, Joe. 
Christopher is doing a lot of 
mountain biking and "would love 
to hear from old friends from 
Alpha Kappa Psi." ... Elizabeth 
(Garvy) Doyle is a "family 
consultant" to her five children, 
Kevin, 9, Cullen, 7, Mary 
Elizabeth, 6, Adeline, 4, and Julia, 
1 . ... Rosemary (Boatright) 
Gallo has taught Spanish in the 
Chandler (Ariz.) Unified School 
District the past five years and 
recencly celebrated her eighth 
wedding anniversary with hus-
band John . . .. Martha (Flores) 
Morton owns a network market-
ing business and supporcs child 
abuse organizations and no-kill 
animal shelters. She lives in 
Fallbrook, Calif., with her 
husband, Tom, and four rescued 
dogs who are now trained service 
dogs .. .. Maria (Dunham) 
Roberts Q.D. '88) is an attorney 
with che firm of Chapin, Shea, 
McNucc and Career in San Diego. 
Maria and her husband, John, 
live in Coronado and have two 
children, Matthew, 4, and Mary 
Cate, 3 .... Sabeh Samaha 
started her own £-business 
24 USO MA GAZ INE 
ALUMNI 
consulting firm in 1997 . . .. Michael 
Smyth (J .D. '91) serves as San 
Diego Police Chief David Bejarano's 
legal and policy advisor. Michael 
and his wife, Honora, have a son, 
Fred, 2 . .. . Jennifer Yeager and 
her husband, Gerard Cella, have 
a 17-month-old daughter, 
Michelle Marie. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Doug Kroll (M.A.) received his 
Ph.D. in history from Claremont 
Graduate University in May .... 
Mmacushal Wiedorn (M.B.A.) 
is a captain in the U.S. Navy 
Reserve and heads the tax 
preparation department of a small 
accounting firm in Maryland. She 
and husband Paul have three 






520 E. 76th Sc. 
No. 12-B 
New York, NY 10021 
email: shsmich@dlj.com 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Jack and Katherine (Farrand) 
Anastasia are busy with their 
sons Michael, 5, and Tyler, 2 .... 
Robert Kerr is on the Board of 
Regents of Templeton University 
in Las Vegas, Nev., and a faculty 
member in the School of Law ... . 
Christina (Etter) Roush, along 
with her husband, David, and 
sister Kathryn (Etter) Telles '87, 
have opened a microbrewery in 
northwest Las Vegas called 
Tenaya Creek. Christina also sells 
commercial property as first vice 





Niamh Foley Homan 
1479 Wild Inslane 
Orange Park, FL 32073-707 1 
GALLERY 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Greg and Sue (Piasecki) 
Armstrong relocated to 
Chicago, where Greg is district 
sales manager for Galderma 
Laboratories. They have two 
children, Sarni, 7, and Brooks, 4. 
. . . Blair (Adams) Carty is 
principal of an alternative 
education school in Long Beach, 
Calif., aimed at ending social 
promotion. She and husband 
Pete have a son, Andrew, 2 ... . 
Eric and Michelle (Costello) 
Fuller live in Del Mar where she 
is design director for Design 
Maison, Inc. The couple have 
two children, Cameron, 8, and 
Madeline, 6. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Carl M. Burke (M.B.A.) is 
manager of human resources for 
che Guidant Corp., in Temecula, 
Calif. ... Casey Lilenfeld Q.D.) 
is a trial lawyer in Los Angeles. 
He and wife Nancy have two 




Jacki (Cepe) Lake 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Joannie (Santoni) Mcloughlin 
11454 Eastridge Place 
San Diego, CA 92131 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Joseph Alu and his wife Regina 
live in Arizona with their three 
children. Joseph has started an 
Internee-based business call 
Macromocive.com ... . Bill and 
Megan (Delane) Collins live in 
che Los Angles area with their 
two sons, Tony, 6, and Kyle, 1. 
Bill is the director of human 
resources for Del-Jen, a 
government contracting firm , 
and Megan owns and operates a 
cafe called the San Pedro Coffee 
Co. In their free time they race 
their 40-fooc sailboat. . .. Rod 
and Susan (Gannon) Finney 
and daughter Mikayla Danielle 
live in San Diego. Susan is an 
accessory buyer for Charlotte 
Russe and Rod is an account 
manager for SMC Networks ... . 
Michelle (Wilmoth) Milazzo 
and husband Joel make their 
home in Newport Beach, Calif. 
Son Tanner is 4 and daughter 




Colleen Blackmore Pappas 
6910 Blue Orchid Lane 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Sean Coughlin is a business and 
real estate attorney with Hinchy, 
Wiccem, Wood, Anderson and 
Hodges in San Diego ... . Robert 
and Janet Carr live in Michigan 
where Robert works at General 
Electric. Janet reporcs she is a 
stay-at-home mom to their two 
daughters, ages 9 and 8. "I miss 
San Diego," she writes. "What a 
jewel of a city." ... Christine 
(Wood) Madden and husband 
Mark live in Poway. They are 
parents of two boys, Samuel and 
William .... Michelle (Williams) 
McDonald and her husband 
have a dental practice in San 
Diego, where they schedule their 
work hours so one can always be 
home with their 1-year-old son. 
. . . Roberta (Rhein) Nelson 
and husband William recently 
moved from Munich, Germany, 
to Cairo, Egypt. The couple have 
a son, Kyle, 3 . .. . Henri Saintoin 
manages an institutional sales 
and trading desk in Hong Kong 





April (Flores) Goodjohn 
7187 Willet Circle 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Julia Beckley works with her 
mother, offering educational 
courses on positive parenting. 
She says her motivation is her 
son, Sebastian, 5 . . .. William 
Bischoff II is chair of che 
Commission for Evangelism and 
Catechecical Ministry in the San 
Diego diocese .. . . Janet (Gaunt) 
Coover is an administrator at La 
Presa Middle School in La Mesa. 
An avid runner who also gives 
swimming lessons for adults, 
Janee and husband Stephen live 
in La Jolla . . . . John Eldridge is 
a Web programmer for Silicon 
Space, Inc., an e-business 
professional services firm in San 
Diego . . . . Amy (Fausset) 
Blanchard is an account 
manager with IDG Books 
Worldwide. She and husband 
Ross celebrated their first 
anniversary lase May . . . . Julie 
(Dieu-Van Thi Ha) Gruta is che 
assistant regional counsel at the 
Social Security Administration in 
Dallas. She and husband Gabe 
are che parents of a son, 
N icholas ... . Richard and 
Kimberly (Jimenez) Hell live 
in Monterey, Calif., with son 
Johann Christian, 1. Richard is a 
gascroenterologisc. ... Linda 
Krippert is a registered 
psychologist living in South 
Pasadena, Calif. Her volunteer 
activity includes work for the 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps . . . . 
P. Kathleen Lavin runs a personal 
fi tness business in che Dana 
Point, Laguna Beach and San 
Clemence areas . .. . David and 
Kristen (Lach) Long live in San 
D iego with their sons Jordan and 
Shawn. Boch cover a lot of 
ground; Dave as sales manager 
fo r che computer software 
ALUMNI --, 
company lmpac Medical Systems 
and Kristen as a scay-ac-home 
mom . .. . Donald and Mary 
(McKeon) Macinnes and their 
three children moved from 
Michigan co San Jose, Calif., 
recencly. Mary reports chey are 
happy ro be back near family and 
friends ... . Michael Magee is 
now president of Magee 
Properties in Malibu, Calif., after 
10 years serving Sen. Pete Wilson 
and a seine as senior vice 
president for public policy at the 
Greater San Diego Chamber of 
Commerce . ... Joean "Irish" 
Maloy is beginning her fourth 
year as a breast cancer survivor 
and, as the mother of nine and 
grandmother of 20, has plenty of 
help celebrating . . .. Carlos 
Medina is director of sales and 
marketing for Raeford Farms, 
Inc., in Wilmingron, N .C. He 
and wife Lauren are the parents 
of Olivia, 4, and Patrick, 3 ... . 
Suzanne (Reynolds) O'Kane is 
a senior employment specialist 
with Golden Eagle Insurance 
Corp. in San Diego. She and 
husband Brendan are che parents 
of daughter Shannon, 2 . ... 
Ben and Carolyn (Coutchie) 
Stoebner live in Washington, 
where they make time ro go 
snowboarding, wakeboarding and 
running. This fal l son Marcus 
celebrated his first birthday . . .. 
Kymberly (Stern) Spector 
is an account direcror for a 
marketing agency in Newport 
Beach, Calif. , and is an active 
fund-raiser for a local hospital 
cancer center. . .. Janet 
Tempelton is working on her 
master's degree in English at San 
Diego State University. She plans 
on pursuing a Ph.D . ... Laura 
Thompson left her position as 
If you served in the Volunteers In Service to America program 
while at USD or later in life, the national service organization wants 
to connect with you on its 35th anniversary. 
VISTA alumni are encouraged to call (202) 606-5000, ext. 236, or 
e-mail vista35@americorps.org.A1umni can also find out the latest 
information on VISTA by logging onto www.americorps.org/vista/. 
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che resident direcror and 
Panhellenic advisor at the 
University of Nevada, Reno, ro 
work on the Semester at Sea ship. 
... Angela (Santo Domingo) 
Todd and her husband, Timothy, 
live in Rancho Bernardo with 
their children, Justin, 7, Spencer, 
5, and Shelby, 2 .... Glenn V. 
Twilliger is a counselor at 
Cencenela Scace Prison. He lives 
in Alpine with wife Carla and 
their four children: David, 11, 
Angelica, 6, Alexandra, 3, and 
Glenn Jacob, 1 . ... Theo van 
Lingen lived in Ecuador for five 
years before returning ro che 
United Scates. He now works as 
an economic sanctions officer for 
che U.S. Treasury in Washingron, 
D .C. .. . Monica (Coudurier) 
Ventura left a career in market 
research ro become a full-rime 
mom ro daughters Lucia, 3, and 
Natalia, 2. 





805 Ramey Sc. 
Alexandria, VA 22301 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Angela Anderson bought a car 
dealership in Papillion, Neb., 
lase December and renamed it 
Performance Chrysler Plymouth 
Jeep. Angela is one of the 
youngest Diamler Chrysler 
dealers in che Midwest, and che 
only female . .. . Lance and 
Jennifer (Bourguignon) Blount 
live in Laguna Hills, Calif., 
where Lance has started his own 
leasing company .... Bernard 
Candelaria lives in Denver 
with his wife, Julie. He is a tele-
communications consul cane. .. . 
Jonathan Canedo is a visiting 
lecturer teaching world policies at 
Hillsdale College in Michigan. 
He is working on his doctorate at 
che University of Michigan . . .. 
Lisa Cheung has been promoted 
ro tax senior manager at Deloicce 
& Touche in Los Angeles .. . . 
Julie (Williamson) Cooke lives 
wich husband Philip in Mill 
Valley, Calif. She does volunteer 
work while staying at home with 
son Alexander. . .. Jessica 
(Johnson) Corona left her job 
as a marketing manager ro stay at 
home with her sons Dance and 
Alejandro . . .. Jody (Morgan) 
Cunningham lives in San Diego 
with her son, 6-year-old Barry 
Kristian. She is che CFO at che 
software company Marotz, Inc. 
... Candace (Lee) Gibbs and 
her family have returned ro San 
Diego after living in London for 
a time . ... Federico Gonzalez 
and his wife, Catherine, live 
in Haifa, Israel, where he is a 
photographer for the Baha'i 
World Centre .... Stasia 
Humphreys reports her move 
from San Diego co Tucson has 
been a positive experience. In 
addition ro her job in corporate 
sales for Enterprise Rental Car, 
she has become involved with 
church activities ... . Brian 
(M.B.A., ].D . '95) and 
Elizabeth (Judd) Lebrecht 
(M.A.'00) reside in Rancho Santa 
Margarita, Calif., with their 
daughters Maranda, Marley and 
Merritt. Brian is a securities 
attorney in Newport Beach; 
Elizabeth just completed her 
master's in leadership studies chis 
spring .. .. Jennifer (Jolly) 
Snyder, husband John and son 
Ethan Ross live in Sherman 
Village, Calif. She is a teacher at 
Sc. Raymond School in Downey. 
... Karen (Doyle) Wood and 
husband Brian live in San Diego 
where she is a stay-at-home mom 
co Cassidy Anne, Clayton Doyle 
and Faire Rebecca. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Arlene Speiser (J.D.) is a senior 
trial lawyer handling death 
penalty and homicide trials 
for che Orange County Public 
Defender's Office. In May, she 
married James Anesc, an opera 
smger. 
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Heather (Smith) Carroll is 
senior accountant at the Thomas 
Jefferson School of Law. She and 
husband John have a son, Steven. 
... Jackie (Quiroga) Duncan 
recently left che Gillecce Corpor-
ation in Chicago co work for 
HeidelbergUSA in Kennesaw, 
Ga. She says husband Robert and 
cheir two children, Brecc and 
Lauren, don't miss che cold 
Midwestern winters .... Carrie 
Krueger earned her master's 
degree in education from 
Harvard and is now the 
educational consultant co state 
Sen. Martha Escutia in 
Sacramento . . .. Marina (Cline) 
Molina and husband Fabian 
celebrated their first anniversary 
in October. T he couple live in 
Encino, Calif. ... Dyan (Davis) 
Riggs and husband Jon live in 
Queensland, Australia .... 
Jacqueline Rohret is working 
on a credential co teach 
elementary school. .. . Keri 
Assmus-Pouchoulon opened 
che first GAP score in France's 
Aix-en-Provence. She also helps 
ouc wi th the Institute of 
American Universities, the 
organization chat receives USD 
students in scudy-abroad 
programs .. . . Stefani Strategos 
manages real estate investments 
for che Hilton Hotels Corp. in 
Beverly Hills. She earned her 
master's degree in hospitality 
management from Cornell 
University in 1998 .... Stacey A. 
(Ernst) Young and husband 
David recen tly moved co Tucson, 
Ariz., from San Diego. 
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Kathleen (Cossarek) Bator 
(M.A.) married husband 
Matthew las t summer at 
Fo unders Chapel. Kathleen 
teaches English and history at 
Oak Crest Middle School in 
Encinitas; Matthew is a city 
planner in Del Mar .... Stacey 
(Gruenwald) Halebsky (M.Ed.) 
is a special education teacher in 
Paso Robles , Calif. She and 
husband Bret have a son, 
Brandon, 2 . ... Martin Kovalsky 
(J .D.) has his own law practice in 
Long Beach, Cali f., where he 
lives with his wife Myriam ... . 
Estela (Lopez) Leidy (M.Ed.), 
husband Andrew and daughter 
Linnea Hana, 1, live in 
Escondido, Calif. ... Dave 
Martin (M.B.A.) recen tly 
accepted a new position as vice 
president of global sales for RITA 




H oussam Aboukharer 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Hays (Fraim) Padrnos 
9832 Cryscallo Court 
Parker, CO 80134 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Lr. William and Lisa (Gurash) 
Brown celebrated son Jonathan's 
first birthday in June. Lisa has 
put her reaching career on hold 
while she stays home with 
Jonathan .... Kristina Clark is a 
pediatric oncology registered 
nurse at Children's Hospital in 
San D iego .... Michael Daly 
is busy in the Bay area, having 
launched a sales and business 
development company called 
Execuserve as well as travelraxi.com 
and johnnyjer.com, Internee 
companies offering travel-related 
services .... Amy Jo Matthews 
left her Boston law firm co move 
wi th her fiancee co San Francisco. 
GALLERY 
... Rhonda Nourse is a 
television director at KTVU in 
Oakland, Calif. She and husband 
Par Crema celebrated their third 
wedding anniversary in August. 
... Mishelle Cruz-Patty Scragg 
and her two boys, Anthony and 
Matthew, will soon be moving 
back co Guam from Saipan .... 
Lori (Shackelford) Schimenti 
is manager of marketing 
programs at Universal Air Travel 
Plan Association in Washington, 
D.C. .. . Lisa (Cane) Sokolowski 
was recently named senior 
product marketing manager with 
rhe Internet service provider 
Earthlink. She lives in Georgia 
with her husband, Donald, and 
two children, N icole and 
Camryn .... William Washam 
was recently named a principal of 
C&M Relocation Systems in 
Santee, Calif., where he serves as 
vice president and secretary on 
the board of directors. He and 
wife Tisha recently celebrated 
their third anniversary .... 
Michael J. Ward is working as 
an editor of an aviation industry 
newsletter in Los Angeles and 
also does freelance business 
writing. He reporrs his USD 
education served him well while 
earning his master's degree in 
European policy from the 
London School of Economics. 
"I certainly felt capable of 
matching and quite often 
outperforming alumni of 'name 
schools' like Harvard, Yale and 






Lauren (Riaski) Young 
7948 E. Vassar Drive 
Denver, CO 80231 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Damaso Asencio, Jr. , was 
promoted co corporate fie ld 
trainer at Metro One 
Telecommunications in Long 
Island, N.Y. ... Stacey 
(Monnastes) Alwan and her 
husband Chris have moved from 
Fremont, Calif., co Massachusetts. 
. . . Bronwen Delaney is a junior 
at veterinary school at Colorado 
State University .... Heather 
(Lower) Lowe recently began a 
new job as an assistant principal 
with the Los Angeles Unified 
School District. She and husband 
Kevin recently bought a home in 
G lendale . ... Dawn (Gibbons) 
and Kevin McWayne '93 live in 
Southern California, where 
Dawn is a social worker in adult 
day care and Kevin is an attorney. 
The couple were married in 
Founders Chapel in April 1999. 
... Geoff S. Vanderhyde is 
doing audio pose-production at 
Bad Animals Seattle. He reporrs 
chat he's working hard and 
learning co windsurf as well as 




Jennifer McCann Vertetis 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Eric Ludwig 
16372 Sarape Drive 
San Diego, CA 92128 
e-mail: cmtc71 b@prodigy.com 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Stacy Ackerman is an account 
manager at Advantage Human 
Resourcing in White Plains, N.Y., 
finding places for people in a 
variety of professional industries. 
.. . Sarah (Tangeman) Adams 
is a third grade teacher in 
Huntington Beach and finished 
a master's in education at 
Chapman University . ... 
Theresa (Petersen) Bozhor is 
a fourth grade teacher in Santee, 
Calif. , and married husband 
Vadim in July 1998 . .. . Rebecca 
(Mangual) and Ryan Burkeen 
'94 celebrated their third 
anniversary this summer. Rebecca 
teaches elementary school and 
dances fo r the NBA Portland 
Trailblazers, and Ryan works 
fo r the sheriff's department in 
Oregon . .. . Mary Sterr 
(Dallman) Bright is the 
manager of a Country Cupboard 
restaurant in Woodstock, Ga. , 
where she and husband Berry 
live .. .. Christina Crowle is 
a producer at KXTV-10 in 
Sacramento and was nominated 
fo r an Associated Press award for 
Best 30-Minuce Newscast. She 
produces the 11 p.m. newscast. 
.. . Arlene (Benedicto) 
Dimacali (M.Ed '97) is a teacher 
at San Diego's Morse High. She 
and husband Dexter have 2-year-
old rwin daughters, Aryn and 
Alexa . .. . Angele Farrell is the 
regional recruiting manager for 
Olsten Staffing Services in San 
Diego and is a student in the 
intercultural communication 
master's program at SDSU . . .. 
Karen Fortune recently moved 
co Denver for a new career 
direction and is interested in 
networking with other USD 
grads in the area . .. . Michael 
Fridolfs and wife Jennifer have a 
ALUMNI 
2-year-old son and live in San 
Diego. He's in school for a 
Microsoft Certified Systems 
Engineering Degree and works 
for CISCO .... Meg Ganchan 
works in the emergency room 
at Saint Mary's Regional Medical 
Center and is in her first year at 
the University of Nevada School 
of Medicine ... . Romelia 
(Cochrane) Gomez is a 
professor of English at the 
Monterrey Institute of 
Technology in Mexico City and 
plans co pursue a graduate degree 
there . ... Steffanie (Gullo) 
Griffith (M.A. '99 ) is a first 
grade teacher in Oceanside, Calif. , 
and married husband Grifin June 
1998 .... Scott Gronek is an 
attorney with the McDonald 
Carano firm in Reno, Nev., where 
he and wife Theresa live. He 
graduated from Notre Dame's law 
school in May 1999 ... . Greg 
Harkless is the director of out-
door adventures at USD and has 
been an assis tant instructor with 
the Wilderness Education 
Association since 1997. He also 
volunteers with the Cuyamaca 
Rancho Seate Park mountain bj ke 
assis tance unit. ... Matthew Hill 
is in his fourth year as a news 
assignment editor at KCAL-9 
News in Hollywood. Wife Sandi 
(Herold) Hill '95 is a fourth 
grade teacher in Whittier. They 
bought their second home in 
Long Beach, moving from Buena 
Vista ... . Kathleen Kennedy is 
in management at Zany Brainy, 
an educational store for children. 
She taught for seven years and is 
working on a master's at Arizona 
Seate University .. .. Elizabeth 
(Multz) Knudsen teaches in the 
master's in counseling program at 
Adams Seate in Grand Junction, 
Colo., but also is a stay-at-home 
mom with son Cole, 2 ... . 
Morgan Lanchantin is a vice 
president for business financial 
services with Merrill Lynch in 
Laguna Beach .... Hytham 
Mansour is the international 
marketing manager with Sunchi 
Capital Corp., in San Diego . ... 
Casey McCann works as a 
project manager for an ocean con-
GALLERY 
cainer company and builds furni-
ture in his spare time. He spends 
a lot of time fishing and is look-
ing for a bigger boat. ... Amy 
McMahon just moved back to 
San Francisco as a director in a 
consulting firm. She's given up 
volleyball for runs on the beach 
with her new puppy .... Dina 
(Birch) McBride is a tennis pro 
at a club in Calabasas, Calif. She 
and husband Desi were wed in 
May 1999 . ... Heather Miller 
spent four years after graduation 
touring the world with Maritz 
Travel. She moved back to Los 
Angeles this year and got a 
free-lance job in production at 
the Grammys ... . George 
Montoya (M.A. '97) is a social 
worker at Children's Outpatient 
Psychiatry in San Diego and also 
works as a volunteer chaplain at 
Juvenile Hall. . . . Deborah 
(Acomb) Nations is the managing 
editor ofNationalJournal.com 
and is busy covering the 
presidential election. She and 
husband Ryan were wed in July 
1999 in Sun Valley, Idaho .... 
Shirley Orpilla moved from San 
Diego to Boston rwo years ago 
and works at Ernst & Young . ... 
Brian Pozzi and wife Casey 
(Cooper) Pozzi '94 live in San 
Jose, where he is a project 
manager at Applied Materials. 
They are learning how co snow-
board .... Justin Reeve is an 
assistant to producer Lawrence 
Bender and director Quentin 
Tarantino at A Band Apart Films 
in Los Angeles. Justin produced 
his first music video with fellow 
USD graduates Vincent Leone 
'00, Mike Sarkissian '96 and 
Aaron White '97 . ... Michelle 
Sartain is an assistant vice 
president at London's J & H 
Marsh & McLennan, Inc. , where 
she handles corporate insurance 
for U.S. companies . . .. Stephen 
Shipley finished medical school 
in Guadalajara and is now doing 
a clinical year at New York 
Medical College .... Delrena 
Sides recently became a licensed 
marriage and family therapist . ... 
Dewi Sofian teaches piano 
privately and in music schools 
and is a professional accompanyist. 
He wrapped up a master's in 
piano pedagogy last spring . . .. 
Noah Stanley runs his own Web 
design company and recently 
built torerofans.com. He's sti ll 
running intramurals at USD and 
"loving every minute of it. " . . . 
Felena (Hanson) Taylor is a 
marketing manager wi th the 
Premiere Group in Redondo 
Beach, Calif., and is working on 
an M.B.A .. . . Lisa (Rigney) 
Teves reports, "I am now my 
kids' mom." She and husband 
Larry have three children - twin 
daughters born in October 1998 
and a son born in June - and 
live in San Diego, where they just 
bought their second home .... 
Navy Lt. Matthew Thomas is 
doing his residency in emergency 
medicine at Balboa Naval 
Hospital. He graduated from the 
Columbia University College of 
Physicians and Surgeons .... 
Caroline Wiebe is a graduate 
student instructor in the English 
department at Tulane, where she 
earned a master's in 1998. She's 
worked on her doctoral 
dissertation in English there as 
well and teaches writing and 
literature courses .... Reina 
Williams is a substitute teacher 
and is helping cousin Lydia 
Stirling, the third generation in 
Reina's family co attend USD, 
learn the ropes at Alcala Park. . .. 
Jennifer (Crane) Williamson is 
an account executive with the 
Ardell Group, a public relations 
firm specializing in high-tech 
companies. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Stephen Anderson (M.S.N) 
is a surgical nurse practitioner is 
Corpus Christi after spending 
some time in the "North Dakota 
cold." .. . Annette Katsaros 
(M.Ed.) is a career counselor 
with a firm that works with 
military families in Norfolk, Va. 
She and husband Stephen live in 
nearby Chesapeake . ... Kristen 
(Cornett) Kovac (M.Ed.) is a 
housewife and stays home with 
daughter Emma, 2, and a son, 
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Jennifer Babic never considered herself the shy, retiring type. 
But she's still a little amazed each 
morning when she straps a gun 
to her side and boards a plane to 
protect the world's leaders. 
"All my friends tell me they 
can't bel ieve I'm a federal agent, 
and that I pack a firearm," says 
Babic, an agent with the 
Diplomatic Security Service of 
the U.S. Department of State. 
The 25-year-old, 1997 
graduate wears a SigSauer auto-
matic, handcuffs, a baton and 
a radio to work at the State 
Department's Boston field office. 
She primarily handles passport 
fraud cases there, but has 
worked overseas in the security 
envoys that surround U.S. 
Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright and recently did security 
at the Democratic National 
Convention in Los Angeles. 
"When I was in school," says 
Babic, "I never thought of myself 
as a law enforcement type. But I 
love what I'm doing.You couldn't 
pay me enough to do anything 
else:' 
Babic landed her job quite by 
accident. 
"I had taken only a couple of 
born in June. She and husband 
Karl Kovac II '98 live in 
Coronado, Calif .... Sheray 
(McMillion) McKeown (M .Ed.) 
and husband Richard live in 
Laguna Niguel, Calif., and have a 
son, Trey, born May 12, 1999 .. . . 
Valeska (McDonald) Munoz 
(M.Ed.) lives in Wesron, Fla., 
with her three child ren. She's still 
teaching - at home - and 
reports that she misses California 
and US D . . .. Elizabeth (Circle) 
Pollard (M.A.) recently completed 
a Ph.D. in child and family 
development at the University of 
Georgia and works fo r Emory 
University. She and husband 
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poly-sci classes," says Babic, who 
earned dual degrees in history 
and French. "A couple of times, 
though, foreign service officers 
came and spoke in Professor 
(Randy) Willoughby's classes 
and that's when I became 
interested." 
On a whim, she contacted 
the Los Angeles office of the 
state department: "I just 
cracked open the yellow 
pages." 
Hired as an investigative 
assistant in LA, she applied in 
1998 for an agent's position 
with the diplomatic security 
service, the arm that works with 
the Secret Service on head-of-
state visits to the United States. 
Babic survived an intense six-
month course that involved 
firearms training, hand-to-hand 
combat classes, an anti-terrorist 
driving class at a Virginia race 
park, and foreign relations 
seminars. 
She's been part of security 
details for visiting presidents, 
ambassadors, the leader of the 
Palestinian Liberation Organization, 
and dignitaries such as Nelson 
Mandela. Babic once had lunch 
with the longtime president of 
Matthew were married in 
November 1999 . ... Thomas 
Shelford (M.A.) fo unded an 
Internet company, ravenquill.com, 
in New York City and provides 
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Jennifer Babic '97 was assigned 
to protect Nelson Mandela. 
Turkish Cyprus, Rauf Denktosh, 
in a Bronx deli. 
"I was driving the limo," she 
says, "and he just started talking 
to me. I think he was just so 
amazed that a woman would be 
in a job like that." 
Babic lives in Boston, and 
whenever she visits San Diego to 
catch up with her former USD 
crew teammates, she can count 
on being the topic of conversation. 
"I was back for a regatta a 
little while ago," she explains, 
"and all anyone wanted to talk 
about was my badge and gun." 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Natalie Abraham works in data 
man agement at Statprobe, Inc., a 
contact research organization in 
San D iego .... Alejandro 
Agardy was an "emerging 
markets" trader in New York for 
three years before leaving his post 
fo r the Latin American Internet 
industry in Argentina, where he 
works for a company that funds 
and develops business ventures. 
.. . Diana Carson earned an 
M .Ed. in special education this 
year from US D and watched her 
son turn "into a teen-ager 
suddenly." . . . Alison Clem is 
the sales manager at Pacific Event 
Productions, a San Diego event 
planning company . .. . Silvia 
Collazo is a first grade teacher at 
Emerson Bandini and fi nished a 
master's in education and earned 
her teaching credential at USD 
in 1999 . . . . Mary (Stetter) 
Harrigan is a teacher at Mar 
Vista High in Imperial Beach, 
Calif. , and earned a master's in 
education from N ational 
University this year . ... Kristen 
(Salvato) Helsel is the program 
manager fo r the Fieldstone 
Foundation in Newport Beach, 
Calif. She and husband James 
were married in October 1999. 
.. . Patricia Hodny is an 
admissions and financial aid 
counselor at USD 's School of 
Law, where she is a thi rd-year 
evening law student . . . . Erin 
Knight has traveled extensively 
th rough Asia, Africa, Europe and 
Cuba since graduation. She goes 
on rour with the rock group 
KISS, "Stars on Ice," and several 
N BA teams as a caterer . . .. Lt. 
Elizabeth McNamara is a pilot 
with the U .S. Coast G uard in 
H onolulu. She's flown C-130s 
across the Pacific on search and 
rescue missions, migrant interdic-
tion and marine environmental 
pro tection patrols ... . Krysten 
(Andel) Newbury is a classified 
rep for the Daily Bulletin in 
Ontario, Calif., and married hus-
band D ean in April 1999. She 
plays roller hockey and ice hock-
ey and reports she is "still looking 
fo r that perfect career. " . . . Kyle 
Wehner is in his fo urth year at 
Tulane's medical school and 
hopes to return to California next 
year wi th wife Laura for h is 
residency. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Craig Cherney Q. D .) completed 
18 months clerking in San D iego 
for U.S. District Court Judge 
Thomas J. Whelan '61, '65 
Q. D .) and was granted a lifetime 
appointment as a career law 
clerk. H e and wife Dana recently 
moved into their first home in 
Mission Hills. 
ALUMNI GALLERY 
• 1997• ... Julie Anne (Calcagno) officer on board the amphibious development at MIR International 
Ellett finished a master's in clini- assault ship USS Harpers Ferry. in San Diego and is a student in 
CLASS CHAIR 
cal psychology at the University . . . Laura Sides lives in Overland USD's paralegal program . .. . 
Greg Johnson 
of Colorado and joined the Peace Park, Kan., where she works as a Leslie Ward is a staff accountant 
Corps with husband Greg for healthcare representative for Pfizer at Ernst & Young in San Diego 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
two years. Pharmaceuticals . ... Stephanie and spent the past summer back-
Colleen Engel 
Sirvent is a teacher at San packing through Europe. 
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CLASS CHAIR a master's in educational Please note that USD Magazine 
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Michael Corrales administration. does not print engagement 
Deborah Aguirre is a mental 
information. While alumni are 
health nurse at Beth Israel CLASS CORRESPONDENT GRADUATE AND LAW encouraged to send information 
Hospital in Bosron and also Elizabeth Himchak SCHOOL ALUMNI about their marriages, due to space 
works at Massachusetts General 11334 Capilla Road Daniel Flynn Q.D.) recently constraints, wedding photographs will 
Hospital .. .. Stacy Bunten is San Diego, CA 92127 joined the business and technology not be printed. 
working on her master's in 
e-mail: group of Phleger & Harrison 
physician associate degree at Yale elizabeth98@alum.acusd.edu LLP in San Diego .... Capt. UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
University .. .. Lorraine Camp Kenneth Kassner (M.A.) Marty Mates '80 wed Alejandra 
is an eighth grade teacher at UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI attended the Marine Corps Maldonado in April. Marty 
Memorial Academy in San Kathlyn Alvarez is a marketing University after graduation and develops international markets 
Diego. She and husband Steve assistant at First National Bank studied amphibious warfare. In for Rockwell Automation . .. . 
Wilson were married in July .... in San Diego and is working on a May, he assumed command of Paula Savina '90 wed Frank 
Victoria Chea wrapped up work certificate in Web publishing and an infantry company in the 2nd Rosa Aug. 5 in Belmont, Calif. 
this fall on a degree in computer multimedia at UCSD .... Carrie Marine Division. Paula is a kindergarten teacher in 
science at Cal Poly-Pomona .... Brooks is a student in a clinical Pleasanton, Calif. .. . Melissa J. 
Nicholas Chertock is a psychology doctorate program at 
•1999• Clifford '91 and William C. controller at a small graphic Cal State Los Angeles . .. . Navy Dainty '91 were married April 8. 
design company in Carlsbad, Lt. John Coker is in flight CLASS CHAIR The couple live in Las Vegas .... 
Calif., and is working on a school in Pensacola, Fla., where Kristen Jones Suzanne Farney '91 married 
master's in accounting at SDSU. he and his wife of nine years live Erik Green last July. She works as 
.. . Anna Chimowicz is with their daughters Katelyn and UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI a district manager with Merit 
coordinating national accounts Courtney. . .. Adrianna Correa Jason Allday is a customer Property Management in 
fo r a temporary staffing firm. She is an associate with the Los service training specialist in Temecula, Calif. ... George 
spent 1999 living in France and Angeles Sports & Entertainment Newport Beach, Calif. , where he Chumo II '93 and Lee Erin 
writes, "Still dreaming of going Commission and has attended and wife Kristi live with their son Dorney '93 were married in 
back and giving English tours on numerous awards shows like the Garret, born Jan. 24 .. .. Angela October 1999 ... . Amber Gunn 
the Seine River and living off Grammys .... Rebecca Cowley Atkins has been working in the '94 married Lr. j.g. Max 
baguettes and brie again!" ... is a revenue analyst with construction law field since Westland last April in The 
Sarah Coleman is an account CollegeClub.com . . . . Robin graduation and is also a sponsor Immaculata. They recently 
executive at Tuv Product Service (Orr) deGrasse is a music agent for the Sunshine Little moved co England, where she 
in San Diego and lives in Del teacher at Santa Fe Christian League in San Diego .. .. Tanya will continue her studies in 
Mar, where she plays on School and lives in Carlsbad. Cablayan is a social worker in a social and political science at 
recreational soccer teams .... Calif. , with husband Andrew. North County San Diego nursing Cambridge University ... . 
Kristin Conley is a fourth grade The couple run a music studio home. She's training co be a Richard Caleel '92 '96 Q.D.) 
teacher in Cupertino, Calif., after out of their home .... Rona nursing home administrator .... and Melanie Barr were married 
finishing a master's in education Duran owns a residential care Jenny Jongejan is a sixth grade July 2 in San Diego. He's 
and getting her teaching certifi- facility in Oakland, Calif., and teacher at The Nativity School in expanding his entertainment and 
care at Santa Clara .... Nicholas will begin graduate work soon at Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. She business law practice in Los 
Costantino started his own film USE . . . Shana Lathrop is in spent last fall backpacking Angeles .... Alfonso Fierro, Jr. 
production company, CrazyFate her second year at USD's School around Europe and coached '95 and Caroline Veatch '97 
Productions in Los Angeles, and of Law and twice was a semifinalist soccer at Francis Parker School. were married on Oct. 2, 1999, in 
works with CBS Television. He in the moot court competition. . .. Richard Molina is a St. Louis. They're both account 
had worked in feature animation ... Jennifer Levey is working on marketing and sales manager executives with firms in San 
at the Wale Disney Studios and a master's in ocean policy and with Alpha Sensors, Inc., a San Diego and live in La Jolla . .. . 
then with Touchstone Television. Japan at the Monterey Institute Diego company that develops Angela Cooper '96 married 
... Colleen Crawford is the of International Studies. She's in and manufactures temperature LaMar Rozsa on Feb. 12 in the 
events manager with Mile High Japan for a year learning the measurement equipment ... . old Richland Schoolhouse in San 
Adventures, a singles activities language . ... Lr. j.g. Kateri Michelle (De Lara) Penate is Marcos, Calif. She graduated 
club in Wauwatusa, Wis. Sanden is the communications the director of corporate from the San Diego police 
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academy Feb. 15 and is a police 
officer .... Lourdes Hernandez '95 
and her husband were married 
June 24 and are living in 
Redlands, Calif They hope to 
move back to San Diego soon .... 
Chris Moore '96 and Julie 
Meier were married Aug. 6 in 
Sunriver, Ore. He's working as a 
consultant for Amdocs Software 
in Chesterfield, Mo ... . Blaine 
Maas '98 and Brenda 
DeMurguia '98 were married 
last year in Founders Chapel. 
Blaine works as an auditor at 
KPMG and Brenda as an 
accounrant for Consolidated 
Graphics .. .. Tamara Schaefer '98 
and Tim Murphy '98 were 
married Aug. 7, 1999. They live 
in Glendale, Calif. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
SCHOOL ALUMNI 
MichaelVacchi '97, '00 (J.D.) 
and Amber Spatano '00 (J.D.) 
were wed March 18 in Founders 
Chapel. Michael works for a San 
Diego law firm. 
•Births• 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Julie Peterson Castro '86 and 
husband Fernando celebrated the 
birth of their second child, 
Clayton Maxwell, June 26. 
Clayton joins older brother 
Cameron, 2 . ... Erin (Mc Tear) 
Moore '87 and husband 
Timothy welcomed Ethan 
William July 13, joining sister 
Amanda, 4, in the family's 
Birmingham, Ala., home ... . 
Nancy (Cronin) Wagner '87 
and husband Mark were blessed 
with the birth of Cory Ryan in 
March. Nancy is an attorney in 
Albuquerque, N.M .. .. Lori 
(Czop) Assaf '88 and husband 
Saleem celebrated the birth of 
their second child, Atiyeh, in 
February. Their daughter, 
Calianne, is 3 .. . . James Cuddy 
'88 and wife Carolyn welcomed 
their first child, Kendall Ann, in 
January . . . . Virginia Gail 
(Urban) Kim '88 and husband 
Charles were blessed with rwin 
sons, Alexander Charles Maguire 
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and Gabriel Charles McCullagh, 
on July 8. Virginia is raking rime 
off from her grant coordinator 
position with the San Marcos 
Unified School District to take 
care of the rwins .... Mara 
(Stankovicich) Aloi '90 and 
husband Frank were recently 
blessed with their second son, 
Luke. Big brother Nicolas is 2. 
Mara is on the faculty in the 
department of emergency 
medicine at Allegheny General 
Hospital in Pittsburgh .... Kris 
(Reuba) Brown '90 and 
husband Chris welcomed 
Madeline Anna in December. 
The family lives in Oakland, 
Calif., where Kris works for 
United Behavioral Health .. . . 
Anne (Demetrio) Downing '90 
and husband Rob welcomed their 
first son, Jack, in February. She is 
a recruiter for software industry 
clients .. . . Carla (Caggiano) 
Elkins '90 and husband Timothy 
celebrated the birth of their first 
child, Andrew Lawrence, in 
February. The family lives in 
Citrus Heights, Calif, where 
Carla teaches first grade. She's 
taking a year off from working 
on her master's degree to stay 
home with the baby .... Cynthia 
(Kovol) Nicholson '90 and Jed 
Nicholson '97 (J.D.) welcomed 
their first child, Karen, June 17. 
The family lives in San Luis 
Obispo, where Cynthia is a 
property manager and Jed is a 
civil litigator with Sinshemier, 
Schiebelhut & Baggett. ... 
Trent Rupert '90 and wife 
Andrea recently were blessed with 
the birth of their first son, Jared. 
Big sister Alison is 3. Trent is a 
CPA and financial analyst for 
Sun Microsystems in Palo Alto, 
Calif ... Shelley (Otto)Young '90 
and husband Steven welcomed a 
son, Riley, in January. Big sister 
Devyn just turned 2 . ... Gina 
(Cherundolo) Beall '91 and her 
husband, Shawn, welcomed their 
first child, Lauren Marie, in 
January .. . . Kristen (Schott) 
Bowes '91 and husband Michael 
recently welcomed daughter 
Brinley, who joins older brother 
Michael. ... Amy (Etsceid) 
Leggett '91 and her husband, 
James, celebrated the birth of 
Taylor in February. Three-year-
old Madison has assumed big 
sister duties .... Lili (Unamuno) 
Schulte '91 and husband Mark 
were blessed with a son, Liam 
Alan, in December. The family 
lives in Point Loma . .. . Colleen 
(Sloan) Zorn '9 I and her 
husband, Scott, celebrated the 
birth of their second child, Oscar 
Scott, July 15 . Oscar joins his 
sister Greta, 3, in their Seattle 
home ... . Megan (Duffy) Coffin '92 
and her husband, Todd, recently 
welcomed their third child, 
Zachary. He joins Andrew, 4, and 
Jessica, 2 . . .. Kristen (Wilhite) 
Coleman '92 and her husband, 
Jason, were blessed last spring 
with their second child, Grayson 
Andrew. Kristen is a full-time 
mom to the new baby and big 
brother Nikolas, 3 .... Nikki 
(Schneider) and Tom Hume '92 
welcomed their second child, 
Noelle, July 4, who joins brother 
Riley, 18 months .. . . Jerry C. 
Morris '92 and his wife, Lisa, 
celebrated the July 14 birth of 
Griffin Charles in San Diego, 
where the couple own their own 
business, NextLevel Inrernet. ... 
David and Kristen (Harris) 
Nemeth '93 welcomed Jacob 
to the family in March, joining 
sister Kira Michelle, 3. Kristen 
was recently promoted to vice 
presidenr of sales at Cathy Jean 
Inc . . .. Cristina (Fernandez) 
Drelicharz '95 and Brian 
Drelicharz '94 were blessed with 
their first child, Anna Esperanza, 
May 19 . .. . Liza (Gough) 
Peterson '95 and her husband, 
Todd, welcomed their first child, 
Adam Nathan, March 31. 
GRADUATE AND LAW 
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Theresa (Pavlas) and Jim 
Mathison '90 (J.D.) celebrated 
the birth of their third child, 
Emma Jane, July 18, joining 
brothers Max, 8, and Zachary, 4. 
... Laurie Peters '91 (J.D.) and 
her husband, Chris Hayen, 
welcomed their third child, 
Allison, on July 9, 1999. She 
joins Kevin, 13, and Andrea, 6. 
Laurie works part-time their 
family business .... Kristine 
(O'Keefe) Vance '98 (J.D.) and 
her husband were married April 
10, 1999, and have a daughter, 
Alexia Kirsten, born Jan. 31. 
•In Memoriam• 
Victoria Fogarty, wife of Brian 
Fogarty, former Torero football 
coach and director of development 
for USD athletics, passed away 
Sept. 22 in San Diego after a 
battle with breast cancer. She was 
50. She is survived by husband 
Brian; son Joe; and daughters 
Bridget, Colleen and Megan. 
Contributions may be sent to the 
University of San Diego High 
School Scholarship Fund .... 
Professor Emeritus Cole Manes, 
who retired chis year after teaching 
biology for 18 years, died Sept. 
13 in San Diego after battling 
cancer. Contributions may be 
sent to the Cole Manes Endowment 
for Studenr Research by calling 
(619) 260-4729 .... Professor 
Emeritus Jack Morrison, who 
taught in the School of Education, 
passed away Aug. 26. Contributions 
may be sent to the American 
Parkinson Disease Association, 
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 104, 
San Diego, CA, 92117 . . .. Grace 
McElhaney, who attended the 
San Diego College for Women 
and worked at USD for 16 years 
in various departments, died Aug. 
26 after barding lung cancer. She 
was 63. She is survived by her 
husband, Dick, and seven children. 
Conrributions may be sent to the 
University of San Diego Athletics 
Department, Arm: Information 
Management, Gl06, 5998 Alcala 
Park, San Diego, CA, 92110 ... . 
Maj . Nicholas Ferencz Ill, a 
graduate student, was killed Sept. 
11 during F/A-18D Hornet 
training exercises. Memorial serv-
ices were held at Miramar Marine 
Corps Base and in Ohio .... 
Catalina Segovia-Case, who 
taught Spanish at USD for 15 
years, died July 10 in San Diego. 
CALENDAR 
For a complete fisting, click 012 the news and events section of USD's Web site at www.acusd.edu. 
october 
Competitive Skills Training 
11, Qualified small-business owners learn 
core skills in business planning, 
management and development. 
6- JO p.m. , Tuesdays and Thursdays; 
8 a.m.-110011 Saturdays, through Dec. 7. 
Manchester Executive Conference 
Center. (6 19) 260-423 1. 
Fall Family Weekend 
27 Golf, dinner, a football gam e and 
career seminars 
are some of the 
activities planned 
for fami lies of 
returning 
students. 
(619) 260 4808. 
19th Century Salon Music 
31 T he Schneider Duo, a classical duo 
from Germany, presents music for 
oboe and piano. 12:15 p.m., French 
Parlor, Founders Hall. Repeats 8 p.m. , 
Nov. 2, French Parlor. Free. 
(6 19) 260-2280. 
november 
International Finance 
T his certificate in international 
business course addresses 
international 






(6 19) 260-5986. 
"Subject to Fits" 
USD Theatre Arts presents this 
Robert Montgomery play. 
Performances are 8 p.m, Nov. 1, 4, 9, 
JO, 11 , with a 2 p.m. , matinee Nov. 5. 
Shiley Theatre. $8 general, 
$5 students. (6 19) 260-2280. 
Catering Design and Coordination 
2 Behind-the-scenes look at a successful 
cateri ng opera tion in this event 
management course. 5:30-9:30 p.m., 
Nov. 2, and 9 a. m.-6 p.m., Nov. 3. 
Manchester Executive Conference 
Center. (6 19) 260-5986. 
"Whispers and Echoes" 
IQ Recent painti ngs by John Halaka in 
chis Founders Gallery Exh ibit. 12:30-
4 p.m., weekdays, through Dec. 15. 
Free. (6 19) 260-2280. 
Study of Genesis 
11 A course on the interpretation of 
the first three chapters of Genesis. 
9 a.m.-noon, Hahn University 
Center, Forum A. $ 15 preregistered, 
$20 door. (619) 260-4784. 
Founders Day Vespers Service 
13 This year's service recognizes the 
Society of the Sacred Heart, USD's 
fo unding order, on its 200th 
anniversary. 5 p.m ., Founders 
Chapel. (6 19) 260-4639. 
Institute for Christian Ministries 
28 Sister Annice Callahan leads this 
advent series of fo ur weekly sessions 
about discernment in dai ly living. 
Tuesdays through Dec. 19. 
10:30 a.m. to noon, Sr. Brigid 
Church, 4735 Cass Street, San 
Diego. Fee. (6 19) 260-4784. 
Transnational Crime in the Americas 
28 Richard Miller, Oppenheimer Chair 
of Warfighting Strategy at the Marine 
Corps University, speaks on the "dark 
side of global ization." 12: 15- l :4 5 
p.m., Salomon Lecture Hall , Maher 
Hall. Free. (619) 260-4090. 
Choral Scholars Concert 
30 USD's musical ambassadors are a 
select group of students with 
exceptional vocal ab ili ty 
and high academic 
achievement. 





USO Symphony Orchestra Concert 
I Fifth annual USD Symphony 
scholarship award . 8 p.m. , Dec. I , 
and 2 p.m. , Dec. 3. Shiley Theatre. 
$8 general, free to USO students, 
facu lty and staff. (619) 260-2280. 
Chamber Music 
5 Student recital. 7:30 p.m., French 
Parlor, Founders H all. $8 general, 
free to USO students , facul ty and 
staff. (6 19) 260-2280. 
Alumni Mass 
] San Diego-area alumni are invited 
to attend this Mass, featuring 
presentation of the Bishop Buddy 
Award. 7 p.m. , Founders Chapel. 
(619) 260-48 19. 
"Actors Anonymous Presents" 
] USO T heatre Arts perfo rmance, 
7 p.m., through Dec. 9. Free. 
(6 19) 260-2280. 
Founders Chapel Fall Choral Concert 
8 USD Community Choir and Choral 
Scholars perform at 8 p.m. , ov. 8, 
and 2 p.m. , Nov. I 0, Founders 
Chapel. $8 general, free to USD 
students, facu lty and staff. 
(6 19) 260-2280. 
• January 
World Link Youth Town Meeting 
11 Students from San Diego, T ijuana 
and throughout the world meet in 
day-long fo rum to discuss international 
peace solutions. (6 19) 260-2358. 
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